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The One Hundred Fifty-third 
Commencement Exercises 
Marshall University 
~ Satucday, May 12, 1990 at 11,00 in the Huntington Civic Cente, 
Disclaimer 
The list of May degree ca ndidates in this program i, 
tentati\'c and is based upon the anticipated success-
ful completion of work undertaken during rhe Sec-
ond Seme,tcr 1989-90. This document should nor be 
taken as an official record that degrees have in fact 
been awarded. 
Welcome 
Marshall University welcomes those attending 
the I 53nd Commencement Exercises. 
Academic Procession 
Faculty Marshals 
Candidates for Bachelor Degree 
Candidates for Associate Degree 
Candidates for Master Degree 
Candidates for Medical Degree 
Candidates for Doctoral Degree 
Assistant Chief Faculty Marshal 
Members of the Faculty 
Chief Faculty Marshal 
Commencement Officials 
Commencement Officials 
Prof. Ramchandra G. Akkihal 
Prof. Kenneth Ambrose 
Prof. Elaine Baker 
Prof. Richard Bonnett 
Prof. Mahlon Brown 
Prof. Elma Chapman 
Prof. Howard Adkins 
Prof. Allen Arbogast 
Prof. Boots Dilley 
Prof. Dan K. Evans 
Prof. Mack Gillenwater 
Prof. Charles F. Gruber 
Prof. Ralph Hall 
Chief Marshal: 
Professor David R. Woodward 
Assistant Chief Marshal: 
Professor Dorothy R. Johnson 
Prof. Jeanne DeVos 
Prof. Kenneth Guyer 
Prof. Olive Hager 
Prof. Betty Jarrell 
Prof. Bowie Kahle 
Prof. Chong Kim 
Chief Usher: 
Professor Ernest W. Cole 
Assistant Chief Usher: 
Professor Neal Adkins 
Prof. Frances Hensley 
Prof. Carl Johnson 
Prof. Richard Jones 
Prof. Nicholas Kontos 
Prof. Philip Modlin 
Prof. Caroline Perkins 
Prof. Jimmie Rogers 
Prof. John Mead 
Prof. G iovanna Morton 
Prof. Ralph Oberly 
Prof. William Sullivan 
Prof. Wayne Taylor 
Prof. Monica Valentovic 
Prof. John Sasser 
Prof. John E. Smith 
Prof. Harry Sowards 
Prof. Donna Spindel! 
Prof. Donald Tarter 
The 153rd Commencement Program 
President Dale F. Nitzschke, Presiding 
Precommencement Concert 
M arshall University Wind Symphony and Symphonic Band 
Professors Richard Lemke and Michael McArtor, Conducting 
Processional - Ceremonial Marches 
Invocation ......................... The Reverend R. F. Smith Jr . 
Senior Minister, Fifth Avenue Baptist C hurch 
Introduction of Guests 
Introduction of the Commencement Speaker 
Commencement Address . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Ancella R. Bickley 
Conferring of Academic Degrees 
The President of the University 
Candidates for the Bachelor's and Associate Degrees 
College of Education presented by Carole A. Vickers, Dean 
College of Liberal Arts presented by Dery! R. Leaming, Dean 
College of Business presented by Robert P. Alexander, Dean 
College of Science presented by E. S. Hanrahan, Dean 
College of Fine Arts presented by Paul A. Balshaw, Dean 
School of Nursing presented by Carolyn S. Gunning, Dean 
Regents Bachelor of Arts presented by Alan B. Gould, Provost 
Community College presented by F. David Wilkin , Dean 
Candidates for the Master's Degree 
Graduate School presented by Leonard J. Deutsch, Dean 
Candidates for the Doctor of Medicine Degree 
School of Medicine presented by Charles H. McKown, Jr., Dean 
Conferring of the Doctoral Degrees 
William E. V ehse, Associate Provost for Academic Affairs, 
West Virginia University 
---
Recognition of the Honor Graduates 
Conferring of the Honorary Degrees 
Candidates presented by ..................... Alan B. Gould 
Provost 
Ancella R. Bickley - Doctor of Pedagogy 
Soupy Sales - Doctor of Humane Letters 
Greetings ...... . .. ... .............. ....... David C. Hardesty, Jr. 
Chairman, The University of West Virginia Board of Trustees 
Nate Ruffin 
Member, M arshall University Institutional Board of Advisors 
Beatrice N. Orr 
President, Marshall University A lumni Association 
The President's Remarks 
"Alma Macer" .......................... C.E. and James Haworth 
Professor Emeritus Leo V. lmperi 
Benediction 
Recessional - Ceremonial M arches 
Marshall Gracious Alma Mater, 
We thy name revere: 
May each noble son and daughter 
Cherish thine honor dear. 
May thy lamp be ever bright 
Guiding us to truth and light; 
As a beacon o'er dark water 
This is for thee our prayer. 
Alma Macer 
May the years be kind to Marshall; 
May she grow in fame; 
May her children fail her never 
True to her beacon flame. 
May her spirit brave and strong 
Honor right and conquer wrong; 
This the burden of our song 
Ever her truth proclaim. 
T he audience is requested to be seated following the Benediction and remain seated 
until the class has recessed. 

The Grand Mace 
The Grand Mace (opposite), a symbol of authority and leader-
ship, is carried by the C hief Marshal of the faculty at all formal 
University occasions and is displayed on the platform during these 
functions. The Mace is made from a limb that fell from the O ld 
Beech Tree in front of O ld Main on the University Campus. The 
top of the Mace consists of a gold plated bronze casting that fea-
tures on one side the Seal of Marshall University and on the other 
the G reat Seal of the State of West Virginia. These are surrounded 
by a laurel of beech leaves and the entire casting is crested by 
a corch symbolic of academic excellence. Immediately below the 
top casting is a four-sided section that contains carved symbols 
significant in the history of the University--The Towers of O ld 
Main , Memorial Fountain, the Seal of Marshall College, and a 
buffalo, official mascot of the institution's athletic teams. The 
area immediately surrounding the four carvings features small 
clusters of beech nuts and leaves. The center portion of the Mace 
is carved in double wrap ribbon, one-half inch wide. Between the 
gaps in the ribbon wraps are carved beech leaves descending in 
size. The base of the Mace is protected by a gold plated bronze 
casting of beach leaf clusters. The entire Mace weighs about 25 
pounds and is 66 inches from the top of the torch to the base . 
The President's Medallion 
The President's Medallion or Badge of Office of the Presidency 
of Marshall University (at right) consists of a relief carving of the 
Seal of the University fea turing the bust of C hief Justice John 
Marshall. It is suspended from the President 's neck with a kelly 
green and white ribbon , the official colors of the institution . The 
Medallion is worn by the President when he is participating in 
formal University affa irs. The reverse side of the Medallion is 
inscribed with the names of the previous Presidents of the 
institution . 
Both The Grand Mace and The President's Medallion were 
created in 1986 by Byron Johnson . Mr. Johnson, an honor graduate 
of Marshall University, is a renowned wood carver and sculptor 
as well as an art teacher in the public schools. 
Dr. A ncella R. Bickley Soupy Sales 
Famed comedian Soupy Sales and educator Ancella R. Bickley arc being awarded honorary degrees at Marshall 
University's annual Commencement today. Sales will receive the ho norary D octor of Humane Letters degree and 
Dr. Bickley will receive the ho norary Doctor of Pedagogy degree. 
Dr. Bickley also will deliver the Commencement address. 
A retired vice president of West Virginia Scace C ollege, Dr. Bickley is a leader of black history research in West 
Virginia and the Ohio Valley. 
She is a graduate of Huntington's Douglass High School and earned her bachelor's degree in English magna cum 
laudc from West Virginia Seate College. She received her Master of Arcs degree from Marshall University and he r 
Doctor of Education degree from West Virginia University. 
Dr. Bickley has caught at West Virginia State, West Virginia University, Bates High School in Annapo lis, Md., 
U.S. Army education centers in Maryland and West G ermany, and at an Army transitional training unit at Ft. Bliss, 
Texas. 
She served as vice president for administratio n and as vice president for academic affairs at West Virginia Stace 
College. 
Dr. Bickley received the 1988 Humanities Award presented by the Humanities Foundation of West Virginia. 
Additional hono rs include appointment as a D anforth Associate, the Distinguished Citizen Award of the Mountain 
State Bar Association, the Career G . Woodson Award by the National Education Association and the Alumna of 
the Year Award from West Virginia State College. 
A long-rime researcher into black writers and black histo ry in West Virginia, Dr. Bickley is organizer and coordinator 
of the Statewide Black History Conference which held its second sessio n at Marshall last fall and which will meet 
at MU again in I 990. Currently, she is wo rking with Marshall on a research project o n the history of blacks in the 
O hio Valley. 
An aspiring sportswriter who was fired from the Marshall College student newspaper for spending too much rime 
cracking jokes and dancing in the Student U nio n, Soupy Sales went on to earn internatio nal fame as a comedian. 
Perhaps best known for his first network television show, "The Soupy Sales Show," he has starred in other television 
shows, radio, motion pictures, television dramas, nightclubs and comedy clubs, a Broadway play and record albums. 
His list of show business credits covers more than four typewritten pages and his first book--"Soupy Sales's Did You 
Hear the One About?"--has been so successful, a sequel is being prepared. 
Sales is a veteran of combat service with the U.S. Navy in the Pacific during World War 11. He got his start as 
an entertainer during his student days at Marshall when he landed a $20-a-week job writing scripts for a Huntington 
radio station, ultimately becoming the area's top-rated disc jockey. 
After graduating from Marshall in 1949, he moved to Cincinnati and his first television show, "Soupy's Soda 
Shop." He became increasingly successful in Cleveland, Detroit, Los Angeles and New York. His ABC-TV show 
introduced the nation to White Fang, Black Tooth and Soupy's trademark pie-in-the-face routine with guest scars 
such as Frank Sinatra, Tony Curris, Burr Lancaster and Mickey Rooney. 
He's also been the recipient of pies in the face -- more than 19,000 of them. Before that , " I used to look like Cary 
Grant," Sa les quipped during a recent appearance o n Bob Costas' "Later" show o n NBC-TV. 
Among his television credits are seven years on "What's My Linc" and three years on "Sha Na 1a." He appeared 
cwo years o n "To Tell the Truth" and has made scores of guest appearances o n a wide variety of shows. Most recently 




The custom of wearing academic regalia in the colleges and universities of the United 
States has been continuous since Colo n ial times. The colors indicating fields of study 
and degrees conferred are now of standard significance and at Marshall University 
show in the hoods worn by the Master's and Doctoral degree candidates. Hoods for 
both Master's and Doctor's are made of black, lined with silk chevrons in the official 
colors of the university conferring the degree, and trimmed with velvet collars in colors 
distinctive of the degree. The hoods of the Marshall Faculty represent the many insti-
tutions and variety of degrees that comprise a university facu lty. 
MARSH ALL UNIVERSITY GRADUATE SCHOOL 
Master of Arts - White 
Master of Science - Golden Yellow 
Master of Business Administration - Drab 
Master of Arts in Journalism - C rimson 
Master of Education - Light Blue 
MARSHALL UNIVERSITY MEDICAL SCHOOL 
Doctor of Medicine - Green 
FAC U LTY HOODS - MAST ER'S AND DOCTOR'S 
Agriculture ... ......... . .. . .......... ... . . ... Maize 
Arts and Humanities .............. . ... . . . .... White 
Business Administratio n ...... . .... .. ........ ... Drab 
Dentistry . ....... .. ........ . . ... . . . ... ........ Lilac 
Econo mics ..... . ....... ... . ... ...... .. ... .. Copper 
Education . .. .... . .... .... ... . ........... Light Blue 
Engineering .... ......... .......... .. ...... .. Orange 
Fine Arts and Architecture .. ... ...... ... .... . Brown 
Forestry ............... . ........ . . ..... .... .. Russet 
Home Economics .. . .... ........... . . ... . . . . Maroon 
Journalism .......... . . .. .... . ....... . ..... Crimson 
Law .......... ... . . ..... . .... ... ..... . ..... . Purple 
Library Science ..... ....... . ...... ........... Lemon 
Medicine .. .. ...... .. ..... .. .. . ... . ...... . ... Green 
Music ......................... , . .... . ... ..... Pink 
Nursing ..... .. ..... .. . . . ..... .... .... ...... Apricot 
Oratory (Speech) ..... . ... ............. . . S ilver Gray 
Pharmacy ........ : ............ . . .... . .. O live Green 
Philosophy ......................... ... ... Dark Blue 
Physical Educatio n ...... . ...... . ... . ..... Sage Green 
Public Administration .... . . .... . ....... Peacock Blue 
Public Health .. . ....... . . . . ... ..... ... . Salmon Pink 
Science ........... . ......... . ........ Golden Yellow 
Social Science ................ . .............. Cream 
Theology or Divinity .. . .... ......... .... ..... Scarlet 
Veterinary Science ... ... . ... . .. .. . ............ Gray 
Ac Marshall University, holders of the bachelor's and associate degrees do not wear 
hoods. The color o f the tassel on their caps indicates the level of academic excellence 
achieved in pursuit o f their respective degrees. (See Honor Graduates). 
Profile of Marshall University 
Marshall College had a problem with 
its students: 
"The most decided objection we have 
to find to any considerable number (of 
the students) is the tendency to study too 
long hours, a tendency we are trying to 
correct ... •• 
The quotation comes from the 1909-10 
Marshall College Catalog and one 
historian has attributed it to President 
Lawrence J. Corbly. The historian added 
his own wry comment: "President Cor-
bly and his successors evidently met with 
considerable success in correcting this 
tendency." 
The problem of overzealous students 
may have been exaggerated. In any 
event, Marshall has had more serious 
problems in an often-turbulent history 
extending back to 1837--some 26 years 
before the state of West Virginia was 
born. 
The early history of Marshall is filled 
with colorful events and people. 
To put things in chronological perspec-
tive, the academic melodrama started in 
1837 when the good citizens of Guyan-
dotte and the farming country to the 
west--now the city of Huntington--
decided they needed an annual school 
to provide for the education of their 
youngsters. 
Tradition records they met at the 
home of John Laidley, who assumed 
leadership of the project and named the 
new school Marshall Academy in honor 
of his friend, the late Chief Justice John 
Marshall. 
They decided to locate their new 
school on a kno ll known as " Maple 
Grove," site of a small log building called 
Mount Hebron Church. The structure 
also had served for some time as a sub-
scription school for the area, open but 
three months each year. 
It remained a subscription school that 
summer, conducted by Isaac H. Peck. It 
wasn't until March 30, 1838, that the 
General Assembly of Virginia passed'an 
act formally incorporating Marshall 
Academy and appointing Laidley and 
eight other men as trustees. 
O n June 30 of that year, the trustees 
purchased from James and Lucy Holderby 
the one and one-fourth acre lot contain-
ing their log "academy." The price: $40. 
That land is now the site of Old Main. 
The trustees proceeded to build a new 
two-story, brick building, 22 feet wide 
and 50 feet long, containing four rooms. 
It was completed by February , 1839. 
The first full school term was con-
ducted in 1838-39 with Peck serving as 
principal for a salary of $500. 
In 1850, the academy and its financial 
obligations were accepted by the Con-
ference of the Methodist Episcopal 
Church, South. In 1858, Marshall 
Academy was renamed Marshall College. 
The coming of the C ivil War nearly 
spelled the end of the young college. 
Lack of financial support , accumulated 
debts, court action and the war itself 
forced the school to close its doors in 
1861. The property was sold at public 
auction. 
Mrs. Salina Mason bought the land 
and building for $1,500 for her father, 
John W. Hite. He was a Confederate 
sympathizer and could not appear in 
court in his own behalf. For the next few 
years, Hite and his family lived in the 
college building. 
During at least part of the war, a small 
school, probably a subscription school, 
was maintained at the college--fulfilling 
a provision in the original deed from 
James Holderby which specified it was 
to be used " ... for the express purpose 
of an Academy (sic) and for no other 
use." The building also was used as a 
hospital during part of the conflict. 
In the fall of 1866, the Southern 
Methodists made an attempt to regain 
control of the property, but were unable 
to raise enough money. 
Meanwhile, the new state of West Vir-
ginia had recognized the need for an 
institution to train teachers to serve the 
state's public schools. After many 
months of wrangling over location, the 
Legislature on Feb. 27, 1867, voted 
approval of a bill establishing a "state 
normal school" to be located at Marshall 
College. 
In order to get the college reopened, 
the voters of Cabell County approved a 
property tax levy amounting to $5,000. 
The state also appropriated funds and on 
Aug. 1, 1867, the schools' regents pur-
chased the lot and building from Mrs. 
Mason for $3,600. The regents of the 
state normal school also authorized addi-
tions and repairs amounting to about 
$3,800. 
During that period, the regents pur-
chased an additional 10 acres land from 
William P. Holderby for $1,000. It 
turned out that there was a lien against 
the land and the regents had to ask the 
Legislature to authorize condemnation in 
order to obtain a valid title. In Septem-
ber, 1868, they obtained 13 and three-
quarters acres at a price fixed at $ 1,375. 
This brought the college holdings to a 
total of 15 acres in order " ... that there 
might be ample room around the build-
ings, and that the Steward of the Col-
lege might be able to provide material 
for his table ... " 
In 1868, Marshall needed land for 
farming. A hundred years later, the prob-
lem was parking. 
The first session of Marshall College 
as a state normal school began June 15, 
1868, and lasted 10 weeks, but financial 
problems continued to plague the school. 
The Legislature made no appropriation 
for salaries and expenses for the year 
1879-80 and Principal A.D. Chesterman 
had to struggle to keep the school open 
with the money received from tuition 
fees. These were not adequate to provide 
a proper teaching staff. 
Matters began to improve during the 
administration of Thomas E. Hodges 
(1886-1896) as the state gradually 
increased its financial support. 
During Hodges' last year, 1895-96, the 
school's enrollment exceeded 200 for the 
first time. The 1896 graduating class of 
19 also was a record. 
Hodges was followed by Lawrence J. 
Corbly, who was to serve 19 years--the 
longest tenure of any Marshall president 
with the exception of Stewart H . Smith 
(1946-68). 
Corbly's administration marks a major 
turning point in Marshall 's fortunes. 
Enrollment began a steady climb, from 
258 in 1896-97 to 1,021 by 1907. 
In 1905, construction was started on 
the final section of Old Main. This is the 
familiar " towers" segment facing the 
main entrance to the campus on Hal 
G reer Boulevard. With its completion , 
O ld Main consisted of five sections. 
Reading from the east, these were com-
pleted in 1898, 1870, 1899, 1896 and 
1907. 
The first edition of the campus news-
paper, The Parthenon, was published in 
1898, although there had been an earlier 
newspaper with a different name. 
Intercollegiate athletics got their start 
at Marshall during this period , with the 
first football team being fielded in 1898. 
The Marshall teams originally were 
known as the Blue and Black, but the 
now-familiar G reen and White colors 
had been adopted by 1904. 
In May, 1907, the board of regents 
adopted a plan for the reorganization of 
the college. Among other things, the 
plan changed Corbly 's title from "prin-
cipal" to "president" and raised his sal-
ary to $2,500 a year. 
In 1907, Marshall was still strictly a 
secondary school. By 1912, the regents 
had added two years of study to the 
school's program, equivalent to the fresh-
man and sophomore years in college. In 
1914, President Corbly recommended 
that " ... Marshall College should be 
made a 'college' in fact as well as in 
official name -- a degree-conferring 
institution." 
But when Corbly retired in 1915, Mar-
shall was still a thriving junior college. 
A few years later, however, his hopes 
were to be realized. In 1920, the State 
Board of Education approved Marshall 's 
granting of a bachelor's degree in edu-
cation. Teachers College conferred 
degrees upon four candidates in June, 
1921. 
The years ahead were to see steady 
physical and academic expansion and 
Marshall became a university in 1961. 
By the fall of 1989 Marshall had an 
enrollment exceeding 12,500, a fu ll-rime 
facu lty of about 500 and more than 100 
part-time instructors. 
The small academy has become a 
major university operating nine colleges 
and schools: College of Liberal Arts, 
College of Fine Arts, College of Science, 
College of Education, College of Busi-
ness, Graduate School, School of Medi-
cine, Community College, and School 
of Nursing. 
Class of 1990 Honor Graduates 
Bachelor Degree Candidates 
The bachelor's degrees honor graduates are distinguished by stoles and matching tassels worn 
with their caps and gowns. The Summa Cum Laude graduates are so distinguished by the Red 
Stoles and T assels and the Magna Cum Laude and Cum Laude graduates arc distinguished by 
the Gold Stoles and Tassels. 
Summa Cum Laude 
These students have attained an 
over-all academic average of 
3.85 to 4.0. 
Mark R. Allison 
Ada Marie Conway 
Kristine Lee Ehret 
Jessica Lynn Elza 
Erin Gale McCormick Hall 
Regina Susan Hall 
Edwin Ray Haney 
T eresa L. Lawson 
Paul Samuel Lee 
Pamela Sue Leonard 
Carretta Nottingham Lewis 
Kimberly Ann Lindsay 
Jill LeAnnc McClanahan 
Elizabeth Ann Mikitarian 
Edmond Newton Mullins, Jr. 
A licia Denise Pauley 
Kathy Yvonne Riggs 
Sharon Hurt Rothbaum 
Deborah Ann Shcils 
Stephanie Gene Hill Sparks 
Mary Ruth Stanley Spaulding 
Vicki Renee Tabor 
John Thomas Wright 
Magna Cum Laude 
These students have attai ned an 
over-all academic average of 
3.6 to 3.84. 
Suzanne Leigh Ahmed 
Habibollah Aliabadi 
Eugenia Ligarde Alley 
Michael B. Ashmore 
Stephen Christian Adaway 
Amy Leigh Austin 
Carolyn Sue Morrison Baird 
Sally Jo Ehret Baker 
Shannon Jo Barkley 
Erika Lynn Billups 
Sonya Lynn Bowman 
Eva Carol Brown 
C hristopher Scott Brumfield 
Carol Spence Cain 
Walter V. Chapman, Ill 
Melanie Kay Comer 
Julie Anne Dillon 
Teresa Lynn Donze 
Samuel David Elswick 
Matthew Ken Farley 
Della Dalton Ferrell 
Troy Wayne Francisco 
Deborah Harmison Gollehon 
Christin Birgitta Grady 
Phyllis J. Griffith 
Julia Ann Harless 
Holly Beth Hartman 
Lisa K. Hatten 
John Joseph Jozwick 
Michelle Ada Kirk 
Lois L. Jenkins Mack 
Damon Eric M artin 
Karen Leigh Mooney McComis 
T a ndra Kay Messerian 
Barbara Ann Metz 
Kelly Suzanne Mondy 
John Douglas Moore 
Grace Michelle Morcnas 
Judith Alice Mounts 
Heather Leigh Mynhier 
Beth Anne Pauley 
Amy Dawn Payne 
Mary Beth Pope 
Carla Marie Ramey 
Kimberly Jean Seckman 
Edith Carolyn Smith 
Leonard Scott Sole 
Julie Marie Sparks 
Alisa Dawn Starcher 
Robert Alexander Sticve 
Susan Kaye Stowers 
Steve Taylor 
S herry Lynn Webb Tingler 
Diana Lynn Turner 
Kimberly Dawn Wallace 
Earl David Walton 
Elgin Morris Ward, Sr. 
Kimberly Neal Warnock 
Kimberly Kay Way 
Michael David Wharton 
Kristina Suzanne Wilmoth 
Gretchen L. Zabel 
Christina Mae Zempter 
C um Laude 
These students have attained 
an over-all academic average of 
3.3 to 3.59. 
Raymond Floyd Adams 
Aissa Santos Agcanas 
Vince Edward Allen 
Kristin Leigh Andrews 
Lori Annette Aprea 
Lara Lee Arbaugh 
Joseph Franklin Backus 
Pamela Shawn Bailey 
Bryan A. Bain 
Meredith Lynne Barnes 
Roy T. Barnette 
Kristi Lyn Belladonna 
Patricia Ann Berger 
Diane Elizabeth Blatt 
Michele Lee Smith Blatt 
Kimberly Lynn Boardwine 
Deborah Lynn Bole 
Susan Renee Boles 
Timothy Mark Bowens 
Debra L. Boyce 
Sr. Susanna Brabaender, S.A.C. 
Julie Suzanne Brown 
Susan Alison Brown 
Marianna Bush 
Sharon Lynn Caldwell 
Beverly Joanne Callebs 
Lena Donna Carver-Pratt 
Dianna Lee Taylor Casto 
Peter Vincent Catizone 
Robin Ann Chadwick 
Kelli Lea Christian 
Eric Brian Click 
Jorgena Marie Collias 
James Edward Collins 
Linda Carol Cornetta 
Ricky Jack Compton 
Vickie Lee Conger 
Mary Patricia Conley 
Anita Sue Cook 
Philip Andrew Cook 
Teresa Jean Cook 
Elsa K. B. Cox 
Mary Rose Morgan C raddock 
Jackie Lynn Crawford 
Virginia Kay Crowe 
Cleta Mac Cummings 
Jama Cay Bailey Davis 
Traci Ann Dean 
Hank Edgar Dial 
Kimberly Anne Dickens 
Leila Sakhai Duling 
Mary Susan Duncan 
Kimberly Ann Eby 
Sherri Leigh Ellis 
Donald Jay Epperly 
Lisa M ae Felix 
Mary Catherine Ganim 
Teresa Marie Ganim 
Josephine Theresa Garcia 
Judy Catherine Cox Gergely 
Chris Anthony Hall 
Mary Sue Mullins Hall 
Elizabeth Katherine Hanshaw 
Cynthia Ann Hauldren 
Mary Louise Hawkins 
James Wilbur Hawley, II 
Raymond Russell Herbert 
Holly Elizabeth Hickman 
Melissa Dawn Hill 
Kathie J. Wright Hoffman 
Debra Faye Frazier Holly 
Bonnie Jeanne Howard 
Caitlin Weiss Howley 
Pamela Day Hudson 
Andrea Lynn Hunt 
Sandra Ruth Jones 
Katherine M. Druggish Justice 
Cassandra Kay King 
Dorothy Lynn Klapproth 
Monica Krupinski 
Robert Emil Kruthoffer, III 
Susan Karen Richmo nd Lambert 
Jeannette Marie Lattcrner 
Russell P. Lewis 
Jonna Lynn Likens 
Michael Bryan Little 
Angela Carol Linkous 
Mario Anthony Lowery 
Mary Melissa Lucas 
Rebecca Jo Lycans 
James Frederick Madison, II 
Stephanie Dale Marcum 
Julienne Elizabeth Marks 
Angela Dance Maynard 
Cynthia Kay Mayo 
Melissa Sue McKnight 
Kristi Shay Moore 
Timothy Allen Morton 
Michelle Annette Mospan 
Elizabeth Verne Myers 
Sara Lynn Norris 
Lesley Ann North 
Rebecca Susan Nutter 
Jeffery Maynard O'Dell 
Sakurako Oi 
Dccpak Parekh 
Angela Darleen Perry 
Rory Lee Perry, II 
Deborah Leigh Preece 
Melinda Marie Ransom 
Cindy Lynn Sinozich Rawson 
Melody Jane Rhodes 
Lisa Catherine Riley 
Melissa Lee Roush 
Elizabeth Anne Runion 
Brian Keith Russell 
Mary Helen Scott 
Leslie Elizabeth Snipp 
Regina Rae Showalter 
Robin Lynn Simmons 
Richard Lee Slater 
Janet Elizabeth Smallwood 
Krista Rae Smith 
Susan Dawn Steinberger 
Kirk Adam Stephens 
Melissa Ann Tackett 
Andrea Renee Tanner 
John David Templeton 
Associate Degree Candidates 
Mary Ann Meador Thomas 
Julie Ann Tice 
Michael Shane Tomblin 
Barbara Saunders Wallis 
Jeffrey Wayne Ware 
Sarah Allison Weir 
Jill Kathleen Whaley 
Penny Susanne Dowis Wiles 
Judith Kay Davis Williams 
Celia Williamson 
William K. Willis 
David Allen Wilson 
Richard Dean Wiseman 
Linda Gail Davis Workman 
The Associate Degree honor graduates arc distinguished by the Royal Blue Scoles and Tas-
sels worn with their caps and gowns. 
With High Honors 
These students have attained an over-all 
academic average of 3.7 to 4.0. 
Gina L. Cummings 
Debra Jean Ball Collins 
Deborah Marx Busby 
Betty Jane Ellis 
Sherry Dawn Hoobler 
With Honors 
These students have attained an over-all 
academic average of 3.3 to 3.69. 
Linda G. Adams 
Lynn Renae Arthur 
Orville Lee Ayers, II 
Cynthia Dawn Baisden 
Jeffrey P. Barlow 
Rebecca Kay Black 
Pamela June Bowen 
Patricia Gaile Bowens 
Deborah A. Boyle 
Rhonda Lea Brunty 
Steven C. Caldwell 
Vicki J. Carico 
Jane Eleanor Angle Childers 
Beverly Lynn Claypool 
Debra Jane Conrad 
Travis Dale Corbitt 
Joseph Manuel Menendez 
Helen L. Norris 
Barbara Alice Nutter 
Theresa Carol Schcneberg 
Joyce Louise Smith 
Jacque Leffler Corn 
Barbara Brizendine Davis 
Steven Ray Dawson 
Rachel Bethann Dunham 
Gail Evelyn Ellis 
Karen Sue Fischer 
Deborah Ann Hagley 
Jeffery Brian Harshbarger 
Rita Jo Clift Hester 
Mary Vaughan Hughes 
David L. Kidd, Jr. 
Melissa Ann Lycan 
D. Shane Mays 
Michelle S. Meadows 
Toni Raye Morris 
Joan Patricia Mullins 
Thomas Eugene Sweeney, Jr. 
Karen Lynn Simon 
Kelly Lynn Tomblin Shepard 
Vicki Lynn Wamsley 
Shelly Rena Mullins 
Timothy Scott Pack 
Judith Michelle King Patton 
John Russell Pauley 
Chriscopher Michael Renick 
Mary Wolfe Riley 
Roberta Kay Smith Rymer 
Kimberly Ann Shoemaker 
Lisa Danette Stagg 
Crystal Dawn Cassell Tucker 
Merri 8. Vance 
Ronda L. Wilson 
Ronda K. Workman 
Ronald W. Wroblewski 
Melissa Ann Wykle 
Military Commissions 
United States Army 
Reserve Officers' Training Corps Battalion 
The following individual will be commissioned Second Lieutenants in the United States Army at Marshall 
University, May 12, 1990: 
ADKINS, Willis G, USAR, Ordnance 
CANADAY, Tabethia S, USAR, Branch Unassigned 
DIAL, Hank E, USAR, Ordnance 
GAY, Larry C, USAR, Branch Unassigned 
HARRELL, Jo hn T, USAR, Infantry 
*HIGHBERGER, William K, Regular Army, Armor 
*HILDEBRAND, Leslie A, USAR, Signal Corps 
JACKSO , Kevin E, USAR, Ordnance 
*Kl 1DER, John C, USAR, Branch Unassigned 
***LONG, Edward J, USAR, Branch Unassigned 
MAYNARD, Ricky H, USAR, Branch Unassigned 
NEFF, Charles A, USAR, Ordnance 
PARSO S, Michael A, USAR, Military Police 
*SCARBERRY, Robby R, USAR, Branch Unassigned 
*WYROSDICK, Michael E, USAR, Field Artillery 
The following individuals have been commissioned Second Lieutenants in the United Scates Army since May I 989: 
CHESNE, Jeffrey D, USAR, Branch Unassigned 
C H URCH, Donald C, USAR, Armor 
COX, Edward G , Jr, USAR, Branch Unassigned 
HALL, Leslie J, USAR, Ordnance 
**HAMILTON, Andrew B, Regular Army, Aviation 
**JAGDON, Wilfredo E, Jr, Regular Army, Finance 
*METZ, M ichael G, USAR, Signal Corps 
**SCOTT, William A, USAR, Field Artillery 
WHITESTONE, Lorenzo K, USAR, Branch Unassigned 
*designates Distinguished Military Student 
**designates Distinguished Military Graduate 
***First student ever enrolled at Shawnee State University and caking Military Science at Marshall University 
Candidates and 
Degrees Granted 
College of Education 
Candidates presented by Caro le A. V ickers, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 12, 1990 
Bachelor of Arts 
Raymond Floyd Adams 
Steven T odd Adams 
Joy K. Agee 
Lisa Kay Alford 
Eugenia Ligarde Alley 
Cindy Lynn Ambler 
Laura Tracy Baisden 
Donna Kay Beard 
Rhonda Jean Belcher 
H arold Dewayne Bell 
Krist i Lyn Belladonna 
Ladonna Lynn Bennett 
Jill Lyn Berger 
Jacqueline Kelly Bias 
Erika Lynn Billups 
Angela Marie Bird 
Michele Lee Smith Blatt 
Lynette Ellen Bodmer 
Deborah Lynn Bole 
Debra L. Boyce 
Barbara Jane Bragg 
Linda Lou Fowble Bragg 
Deborah Diane Duncan Brewer 
Steven H. Bruney 
Darryl Burgess 
Connie Sue Calendine 
Beverly Joanne Callebs 
Peter Vincent Catizone 
Debra Stanley Chapman 
Kelli Lea Christian 
Ocran Warren Click 
Jeffrey Wayne Collins 
Linda Carol Cornetta 
Charlotte Marie Conley 
Anita Sue Cook 
Stephanie Dawn Counts 
Jaye P. Crum 
C harles Michael Cyrus 
Jama Cay Bailey Davis 
Tony A. Dean 
Kimberly Anne Dickens 
Lori G. Donohue 
Gary Scott Dutey 
Kimberly Ann Eby 
Kristine Lee Ehret 
Stan Aubrey Elkins 
Terri Lynn Ellis 
Karen Ann Elswick 
Jessica Lynn Elza 
Leigh Eastham Eplin 
Della Dalton Ferrell 
Darrell Dean Forren 
Cynthia Sue Fox 
Scott Allen Fraley 
Jamy Lou Frazier 
Todd David Fugate 
Christin Birgitta Grady 
John Thomas Gregory 
Bruce Hammond 
Kelly Renee Hardiman 
Laura Dane Harshbarger 
Sonya Louise Hatfield 
Wilma Ann Hatfield 
Cynthia Ann Hauldren 
Natalie Ann Hay 
Wendy Ann Hayman 
Carolyn Ruth Holley 
Jennifer Lynn Thomas Huffman 
John Joseph Jozwick 
Johnna L. Kenyon 
Mary Elizabeth Keyser 
Michelle Ada Kirk 
Eva N. Layne 
Dante Stacy Lee 
Anne Stanfield Legge 
Angela Elaine Lester 
Rita Ann Roberts Linville 
T onji Kay Little 
Rebecca Jo Lycans 
Joyce Ann Lydon 
Diana Lynn Marcum 
Melissa C. Martin 
Danny Joe Mayo, II 
Christopher Woodrow McClung 
Shane Kenneth McMahon 
Carolyn Dare McNutt 
Tandra Kay Messerian 
Tamela Bea Molnar 
Deborah Lynne Monk 
Edward John Moran, Jr. 
Tina Colleen Napier 
Polly Ann Winters Norris 
William Joseph Palmer 
Lea Ann Parsley 
Antho ny Robert Petersen 
Beverly Kaye Pickens 
Lorinda Michelle Pursley 
Krista Kay Sovine Raines 
Maureen Renee Reymond 
Evelyn Amanda Boswell Roush 
Elizabeth Anne Runio n 
Brian Keith Russell 
Debbie L. Shannon Sammons 
Sabrina Ann Scalise 
Robi n Lynn Simmons 
Amanda Gant Smith 
Stephan ie Brooke Smith 
Diana Lynn Sperry 
Wilma Lee Stee le 
April Lynn Stevens 
Joni Kay Sutherland 
Vicki Renee T abor 
Julie Ann Tice 
Belinda Gai l Toney 
T ish Lee Truluck 
Kevin Michael Turley 
Mark Andrew Volin 
Jennifer L. Waller 
Barbara Saunders Wallis 
Elgin Morris Ward, Sr. 
Kimberly Neal Warnock 
Sarah Allison Weir 
Lisa Annette White 
Melissa J. White 
Penny Susanne Dowis Wiles 
Oretha Kay Williamson 
Sean Coleman Willis 
Jill Kathleen Withrow 
Tamela Rana Worrell 
Bachelor of Science 
Kimberly Dawn Adkins 
Roger Lee Jennings, Jr. 
Melissa A. Neill 
Tracy R. Newberry 
Degrees Granted December 15, 1989 
Bachelor of Arts 
Cassandra Lynette Abercrombie 
Rebecca Sue A llen 
Timothy J. Allen 
Ann Montague Anderson 
Lori Annette Aprea 
Roy Todd Barnette 
Drema Irene Mullins Bares 
Deborah Kay Brewer 
David Keith Burchette 
Carol Spence Cai n 
Timothy Lee C hannell 
Kathy Jeanne C lay 
James Edward Collins 
Vanessa Dale Collins 
Melanie Kay Comer 
Vickie Lee Conger 
Mary Rose Mo rgan C raddock 
Vicki Renee Crum 
Russell Alexander Davis 
Jennifer Lynn Day 
Melissa Beth Dials 
Julie A. Dickerson 
Deborah Ann Elkins 
Sonda L. Linville Elkins 
Sherri Leigh Ellis 
Doris Ann Dials Evans 
Nancy Lee Ferguson 
Rebecca Jo Ware Ferguson 
Jennifer Mary Fischer 
Martha Jean Fourney 
Lori Ann Fulks 
Judy Catherine Cox Gergely 
Drema Dawn Huffman Greenlee 
Mary Sue Mull ins Hall 
Samantha Leigh Matthews Hamilton 
Jeffrey Lee Hanson 
Kimberly Dawn Hatfield 
Mark Allen Hayes 
T onya Renee Hedrick 
Jo Anna Hill 
Melissa D awn Hill 
Bonnie Jeanne Howard 
F. Sean Hutchison 
Sherry H anks Jarrell 
Sandra Ruth Jones 
Carla Michelle Browning Kent 
Sandra Sue Kidd 
Becky Lynn Lambert 
Jason Russell Lemon 
Pamela Sue Leonard 
Jill C herie Lester 
Garretta Nottingham Lewis 
Mario Anthony Lowery 
Myron William Lowery 
Lois L. Jenkins Mack 
Michael Joseph Mahlmeister 
Wilma Leah Manns 
Tab Johnson Mathis 
Lucille Fowler McDonald 
Melissa Sue McKnight 
Valerie Marie Meadows 
D avid O'Brien Meeks 
Vivian Pleshette Melmige 
Elizabeth Ann Mikitarian 
Albert Sean Miller 
C raig Michael Mount 
Rhonda Lynn Neal 
Deborah J. Painter 
Erica T omblin Parsons 
Bennie Robert Pelfrey 
Michelle Rene Perdue 
Pamela Sue Wilson Pinkerton 
Scott Mitchell Ransbottom 
C indy Lynn Sinozich Rawson 
Kel li Yvonne Samples 
Ja net Elizabeth Smallwood 
Deborah Lynn Lawhon Smith 
Gregory Brian Smith 
Michael Todd Smith 
Anna M. Smock 
Julie Marie Sparks 
Stephanie Gene Hill Sparks 
Mary Ruth Stanley Spaulding 
Sara Elizabeth Powers Stapleton 
JoAnn Barbara Stowers Starr 
Thomas Michael Stueber 
Mary Ann Meador Thomas 
Sherry Lynn Webb Tingler 
David R. Toler 
Julia A. Harper Trent 
Carla Sue Walk 
Shelly O'Shea Wallace 
Edwin Scott White 
Lo ra Linda Whittington 
Susan C hristine Wilburn 
Suzanne Michele Williams 
Sherri Lynn Williamson 
Wendy Adele Woodrum 
Bachelor of Science 
Edward Jason Dichter 
Jo hnny Harold Uppole 
r 
Degrees Granted August 18, 1989 
Bachelor of Arts 
Jana Michelle Archer 
Susan Michelle Workman Baisden 
Karen Frances Williams Browning 
C raig Eric Burd 
Charlene Neace Coburn 
Carol Galbraith Covey 
Angela Dwan Herald 
Julia K. Hicks 
Kathie J. Wright Hoffman 
Debra Faye Frazier Holly 
Willis Calvin Isaacs, II 
Michael Deron Johnson 
Katherine M. Druggish Justice 
Michael Deh Kwe 
Michael Lee McCoy 
Barbara Ann Metz 
Sara Lynn Norris 
Mary Lou Racer 
Dina Marie Salmons 
Shay Colleen Sargent 
Kimberly Jo Saunders 
Heather Dawn Shannon 
Mark Edward Snyder 
Geneva Lynn Starcher 
Aretha Franklin VanHorn 
Anna Lee Waller 
Degrees Granted July 14, 1989 
Bachelor of Arts 
Robin Lisa Barker 
David Alan Broadwater 
Shani Rae Brown 
Lesli Kathryn Coleman 
Jill Melinda Davidson 
James Curry Haggerty 
Mary Louise Hawkins 
Holly Elizabeth Hickman 
Kelly Rhea Holley 
Heather Leigh Mynhier 
Melody Ann Phillips 
Synthia Jean Radcliff 
Melody Jane Rhodes 
Kimberly Jean Seckman 
Juda Karen Waller 
Emma Jean Copley White 
Bachelor of Science 
Connie Lou Andrews 
Gregory Wayne Bartholomew 
Kelly Alice Gobel 
Ellen Burwell Rothwell 
John Richard Woodall 
Pressley Holmes Stacks 
Rebecca Louise Harper Stewart 
Jeffrey Wayne Ware 
Judith Kay Davis Williams 
Deidra Lynn Woods 
Linda Gail Davis Workman 
College of Liberal Arts 
Candidates presented by Deryl R. Leaming, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 12, 1990 
Bachelor of Arts 
Melissa Albright 
Tina Kara A ltizer 
Michelle Lynn Anderson 
Kri tin Leigh Andrews 
Amy Leigh Austin 
James Paul Bach 
Shannon Jo Barkley 
Meredith Lynne Barnes 
Dimitra Barouxis 
Susan Jill Beaty 
Susan Renee Boles 
John Marshall Boothe 
Susan Alison Brown 
Penny Sue Robinette Browning 
Breck H amilton Brumfield 
Franklin Patten Burdette 
Timothy William Carper 
Amy L. Chapman 
Ronald James Claros 
Mark Franklin Colegrove 
Jorgena Marie Collias 
Sharon Noel Constantino 
Kent Alan Corbett 
Andrea Paige Cornwell 
Lisa Leigh Dean 
Traci Ann Dean 
Hank Edgar Dial 
Shah n Elizabeth Douglas 
Jean Marie Dutko 
Sherry Sue Eling 
Samuel David Elswick 
Stephen Scott Eubank 
Michael Eugene Evans 
Deborah A. Filippone 
Lisa Dawn Fought 
Lynn Rene Frazier 
Marianna Furbee 
Teresa Marie Ganim 
Angela Beth Gee 
John Mark Gillenwater 
Pamela Sue Gillenwater 
David Eugene G rueser 
Cynthia Marlene Hager 
Edwin Ray Haney 
Timothy Allen Haney 
Belinda Ann Haynie 
Mark Allen Hefner 
Raymond Russell Herbert 
Phyllis Saunders Holtzworth 
Caitlin Weiss Howley 
Pamela Day Hudson 
Dawn Leslie H uffman 
Stephanie Renee Hughart 
Andrea Lynn Hunt 
Alan Ross Hurley 
Tamara K. Hutchison 
Janice Marie Huter 
Cynthia Shank Jenkins 
Mary Elizabeth Kenyon 
Monica Krupinski 
Jeffrey M. Leaming 
Mary Jean Lewis 
Michael Bryan Little 
Teresa Ann Mann 
Damon Eric Martin 
Jeffrey Todd Maynard 
Cynthia Kay Mayo 
Jerry Campbell McClanahan 
Elizabeth Ann McClellan 
Karen Leigh Mooney McComis 
Nicholas Wight McKnight 
Cheryl Lynn Meadows 
Deana Christine Meadows 
Jon Eric Merritt 
Julie Ann Messinger 
Stefan G regory Micheal 
Robert H arold Miller, Jr. 
Kelly Suzanne Mondy 
Harold David Moore 
John Bryon Moore 
Kristi Shay Moore 
Lisa Marie Moore 
Charles Anthony Neff 
Robert Carleton Nichols 
Lesley Ann North 
Christian Ikechukwu Ogbaegbe 
C hukwuma Paul Y. Okafor 
William David Owings 
Susette Renee Parsons 
Lisa Ann Payne 
Julia Kay Reed 
Peter Benjamin Reynolds 
Michelle Antoinette Richardson 
Sherri Lynn Richmond 
Kimberli Llewellyn Roessing 
Susan Elizabeth Rose 
C. Jill Scott 
Mary Helen Scott 
Ronda Gayle Semrau 
Allyn Leigh Shaffer 
Leslie Elizabeth Shipp 
Dru Aaron Shope 
Regina Rae Showalter 
Tiffanny Leanne Smith 
Susan Dawn Steinberger 
Matthew Stephens 
Diana Marie Stewart 
Robert Alexander Stieve 
Scott Edward Stimson 
Cynthia Sue Stout 
Tina G. Scout 
Kristin Michele Srover 
Lori Ellen Streets 
Lora Jean Stuart 
Robert W. T abor 
Melis~a Ann T ackctt 
T homas A. Taylor 
Terri Renea Varney 
Juliet Rose Watson 
Michael David Wharton 
Lisa Gayle Williams 
Amanda Kay Wood 
John Thomas Wright 
Michelle Rae Young 
Gretchen L. Zabel 
C hrist ina Mae Zempter 
Bachelor of Science 
Sally Jo Ehret Baker 
Scott Ervin Bennett 
Melissa Faye Nida 
Brian Keith Raddish 
Bachelor of Social 
Work 
Susan Kaye Stowers 
Degrees Granted December 15, 1989 
Bachelor of Arts 
Stephen Christian Adaway 
Tanya Taylor Alderman 
Tracy Ellen Board 
Sheri Ellen Bowers 
Marianna Bush 
Lena Donna Carver-Pratt 
Kimberly Evonne C hilders 
Carl Richard Clay 
Kell y Lynn Cline 
Stephan ie Anne Cooper 
Dottie Jean Corbin 
Virginia Kay Crowe 
Maria La Vaughn Curia 
Melissa Dawn Dewese 
Eric Lee Douglas 
Stephanie S hawn Dower 
Alice Lane Downey 
Charles Franklin Duling 
Leila Sakhai Duling 
Mary Susan Duncan 
Kathy Lynn Fisher 
LcVon Flournoy 
Bachelor of Science 
Beth Louise Adkins 
James D avid Morehead 
Beth Ann Prettyman 
Vicki Lynn Foster 
Ronald Lee Hill, II 
Kelly Jean Hines 
Wilfredo E. Jagdon, Jr. 
David Antho ny Jenkins 
T onya Leigh Jones 
Steven Isaac Kimble 
Brian Jerome King 
Cassandra Kay King 
Sandi J. Kiser 
Mary Michele McComas 
Donna Sue McDaniel 
Joseph Foster Moore, Jr. 
Jeannie L. Morgan 
Christopher Kelly Morris 
T ommy John Morris 
Roger Cheston Musser 
Jeffrey A. Napier 
T erry Vincent Newland 
Sakurako Oi 
Iva Jane Pavlis 
Rory Lee Perry, II 
Bachelor of Social 
Work 
Stephanie Lynn Holland 
Degrees Granted August 18, 1989 
Bachelor of Arts 
Jenaro Alberto Abraham 
Gregory Allen Bishop 
Amy Lynn Dick 
T eresa Lynn Donze 
Candyce Alise Dorcas 
Billy Gale Gardner, Jr. 
Jo nathan Stephen Gordon 
Amanda Leigh Harless 
Susa n Karen Richmo nd La1T1bert 
Christopher Scott Leonhart 
Angela Carol Linkous 
Dreama Dawn McCallister 
Kell i Kristin Phipps 
Teresa Lynn Plumley 
Perry Matthew Plybon 
Barry K. Ratliff 
Robert Henry Recd 
Lisa Catherine Riley 
Steven Ray Ri ng 
Susanne Lea Robinson 
Melissa Lee Roush 
Nicholas E. Schweitzer 
Mary Elizabeth Snead 
Roy Martin Spears 
Diane Marie Starmack 
Michael Joseph Swanwick 
Martin McCauley Taylor 
Holly Fox Tomblin 
Tiffany Merkel Turman 
Kimberly Dawn Wallace 
Lisa Ann Weaver 
Cheryl Lynn Yates 
Jill Zegcer 
Richard Allen Mc.lntyre 
Jami Allison Miller 
D avid Douglas Morris 
Patrick Egan Phair 
Hoze Riruako 
Jo nathan Patrick Wilcox 
• 
Degrees Granted July 14, 1989 
Bachelor of Arts 
Shahrzad Arasteh 
Rebecca Benja Boonsue 
Kelli Suzanne Burns 
Michele Lynn Carter 
Bryan C. Cline 
Brian Stephen Doak 
Melanie Gaye Gapp 
Loretta Luci lle Gebhardt 
Timothy Max Haffelt 
Pat rick Joseph Kimble 
William Henderson Kirvan 
Robert Emil Kruthoffer, Ill 
Gregory Alan Lively 
Saundra Kay Robinson 
College of Business 
Candidates presented by Robert P. Alexander, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 12, 1990 
Bachelor of Business Administration 
Robin Lynn Addleman 
Suzanne Leigh Ahmed 
Mark R. Allison 
Diane Elizabeth Allman 
Kevin Wendell Andrews 
Lara Lea Arbaugh 
Mark Taylor Artrip 
Joseph Franklin Backus 
George Barlow, Jr. 
Kristy Ann Bayless 
Judith Elaine Bean 
Barbara Irene Berry 
Timothy Andrew Beverly 
Julie Ann Blackburn 
Diane Elizabeth Blatt 
Kimberly Lynn Boardwine 
Vincent Jerome Bodie 
Richard Michael Brewer 
Amy Lynn Browning 
Paul David Bruce 
John Patrick Brunetti 
Kenneth Joe Burris 
Todd Derek Canterbury 
William Frederick Carpenter, Jr. 
David William Carr 
Kelly Lawrence Castleberry, III 
Geri Lynn Caudill 
Jerry Clay Chapman 
Stanley E. Chapman 
Walter V. Chapman, lll 
Marianne Chick 
Paul L. Christy, Ill 
John Quincy Clemens 
Eric Brian Click 
Stephen Wayne Conley 
Philip Andrew Cook 
Teresa Jean Cook 
James Mitchell Corey 
Frances Lynn Costa 
Angela Ann Covington 
Robert Allen Culp, Ill 
Cleta Mac Cummi ngs 
Steven Kent Damron 
Mark Francis Deitsch 
Eliseo LosBanos dclosSantos 
Julie Anne Dillon 
Clarence Lee Dixon, Jr. 
Jo hn C hristopher Duncan 
Karl Winston Egnatoff 
Dorinda Jayne Epperly 
Carol L. Faulknier 
Robert Richard Fields, II 
Freddie Paul Flowers 
Lisah Marie Frazier 
Mona Renee Freeman 
James Ray Frye 
Terri Dawn Frye 
Robert C harles Fuller 
Mary Catherine Ganim 
Andrew Clark Garrett 
William McCelland Gill 
Deborah Harmison Gollehon 
Henry Drury Hager, 11 
Jack Douglas Hale 
Randy Eugene H all 
Crystal Lynn Halstead 
H ector Richardo Hamilton 
Sean Kelly Hammers 
John Robert Hammond 
Julia Ann Harless 
Julie Renea H arper 
Gwynne Frances Hartson 
Thomas Edward Hayden, III 
Gretchen Lynn Head 
Tommy Dale Heffner 
Leah Denise Hill 
John David H ines 
Erika Dawn H oback 
Angela Denise Hoke 
Brent Carl House 
Brian Scott Hudson 
Linda Lee Huffman 
Edward Allen Humphreys, II 
James Allen Jackson 
Lisa Lynette Jackson 
Terry Ann Jones 
Sarah Lynn Justice 
William Roger Kinser, Jr. 
Lynn Marie Kochendorfcr 
Beldon Lee Lafferty, Jr. 
Christopher Scott Lambert 
Jeffrey Clark Leonard 
D. Kem Lester 
Matthew Brian Lewis 
John Robert Lilly 
Mary Melissa Lucas 
Tina Louise Lucas 
Christiana Ann Lycan 
Jeffrey L. Mahon 
John Cecil Marcum 
Amy Jane Maupin 
Lori Denise Anderson McCraw 
Philip Kirk McG!orhlin 
Mark Wilson McGraw 
Dallas Morrison McNab 
Kevin Lee Meadows 
Richard Dwight Meadows 
Andrea Justine Meland 
Jo hn Arthur Merritt 
Michael G. M etz 
Hassana Kathy Kosh Monroe-Shareef 
John Douglas Moore 
Grace Michelle Morenas 
Timothy Allen Morton 
Virgie Marie Murphy 
Elbert Edward Noonkester, Ill 
Rebecca Susan Nutter 
F 
Jeffery Maynard O'Dell 
Frank Robert Orlando 
Kelly R. Parkins 
Ci ndy Kay Parks 
Amy Lee Parsons 
C lifford Edward Patrick 
Amy Dawn Pay ne 
Beverly Gail Perkins 
Jeffrey D avid Peterman 
Kathryn Renee Phillips 
Keith Douglas Po well 
Shawn Edward Powell 
Deborah Leigh Preece 
Lloyd Douglas Price, 11 
Lori Lynn Rainey 
Lisa Kay Rawson 
Sherry Renae Rawson 
Gregory Hayden Ray 
Teresa C hristine Ray 
Noel Scott Riffe 
Michael Wayne Robinson 
Lora Kay Roller 
Jack Gordan Roop 
Bernard Keith Ross, II 
Tillis Ross, Jr. 
Regina Dawn Sacre 
Angela Dawn Scarberry 
D avid Benjamin Secula r 
Brian James Shanno n 
Debo rah Ann Sheils 
S hane Eric Shockey 
Richard Lee Slater 
Andrea Jo Smith 
Darren Keith Smith 
Larry Eugene Smith, Jr. 
Milisa Lynn Sowards 
Rhonda Jean Dallis Staley 
Lora Denise Starr 
Rhonda Carol Stinespring 
A very Lee T aylor 
Steve Taylor 
T odd Taylor 
Jill Lynn Tebay 
Thomas Joseph T empleron 
James E. Thacker 
Richard Eugene Thompson, II 
Ginger D'Ann Bailey Thompson 
Mark Eric Troy 
Diana Lynn Turner 
Mohammad Saif Ullah 
Jill Kathleen Whaley 
Melinda Whaley White 
Monika Irene White 
Scott Wesley Williams 
Kristi na Suzanne Wilmoth 
Amy Susan Woodring 
Dawn Renee Woolsey 
James Ray Workman , Jr. 
Kristina Teresa Yo ung 
E. Maria Zando 
Bachelor of Science 
James R. Atkinson, Jr. 
Donald A . Bares 
Matthew Ken Farley 
Amir Ali Hoorsu n 
Thomas Keith Jividen 
Barry Ronald Meade 
Travis Lee Messer 
Timothy Wray Mootz 
Tina Louise Osborne 
Deepak Parekh 
Jerry Lee Pyles 
T erry Lee Pyles 
Brian David Riley 
Jeffrey Lee Riley 
Jo hn David Templeton 
Earl David Walton 
Tammy Lou Wardlaw 
Degrees Granted December 15, 1989 
Bachelor of Business Administration 
Kelly Ann Adkins 
Ronnie Wayne Adkins, Jr. 
Andrew Lee A llen 
Vince Edward Allen 
Michael B. Ashmore 
Pamela S hawn Bailey 
Joseph Avril Ball 
F. David Bannister , II 
Anna Lou Barna 
Steven James Betz 
Frank Bo ngarzone 
Cynthia Dawn Bowen 
Timothy M ark Bowens 
Troy Robert Bunten 
Robin Ann Burch 
Jeffrey Lee Bush 
Marcia Lynn Thorne Buzrnrd 
Sharon Lynn Caldwell 
Patricia Diane Carney 
Dianna Lee Taylor Casto 
Robin Ann Chadwick 
Mark D avid Czewski 
Robert Kenneth Dearing 
Joseph Scott D eaton 
Andrea Carol Douglas 
Michael Allen Dunkle 
Roman Charles DuVall 
Scott Lee Edman 
Lisa Diane Edmonds 
Ibrahim Youssef El-Ammar 
D onald Jay Epperly 
Glen Neal Farley 
Lisa Mae Felix 
Stan H. Ferguson 
Robert Lee Fisher 
Belanda Gale Fitzpatrick 
Matthew G. Fliess 
Deborah Watterson Fox 
D avid Gregory Fry 
Tracey Lynn Gibson 
Laura Hereford Goble 
Chris Anthony Hall 
Erin Gale McCormick H all 
C harles Bryan Hamby 
Douglas Duane Harper 
William Don H aslam, Jr. 
Bryan Keith H atfield 
Deborah Lynn Hensley 
Stanley Hart Herrenkohl 
David Allen Hoschar 
Laura Carol Jefferson 
David Nelson Jenkins 
Mary Ellen Jordan 
Scott David Jordan 
Thomas Ray Justice 
Randal Scott Kilgore 
David Edwin Klein 
C heryl Ann Lamach 
John C harles Leach 
Kyla Renee Lee 
Victor Stephen Lo mbardo 
Monico Jo Lynd 
T erry Shane Manis 
Andrew Joseph Manzo 
David Bruce Martin 
Jeffery David Martin 
James Adam Mathena 
Samuel Joseph McCoy 
Ralph Blake McKenzie 
William G. Mendoza 
Jeffrey Lee Moore 
Diane Marie Mundell 
Sheila Renee Musilli 
Samuel Joseph Nelson 
Barbara J. Null 
John David Pelfrey 
Tonya Yvonne Phillips 
Bonnie G. Plumley 
Kelli Lou Poe 
Timothy T aylor Pownell 
Denny B. Rhodes, II 
Lora Kay Riggs 
Laya Rose Rivas 
Patrick Brent Roark 
Thomas McCall Schindler 
Paul Joseph Sheridan 
Kimberly Ann S impkins 
Beverly Ann Smith 
Gregory Keith Stephens 
Kirk Adam Stephens 
Scott Franklin Stinson 
Roberta Jo Stone 
Brian Keith Stump 
Amir M. Tavakolirizi 
James Anthony T orres 
Thomas Scott Turman 
Lisa Renee Underwood 
Paula Michele Uppole 
Degrees Granted August 18, 1989 
Bachelor of Business Administration 
Jill Sorcet Adkins 
Thomas Edward Bailey 
Karen Lynn Bradley 
Darren Kelly C lark 
Kimberly Sue Combs 
James Kennard Conley 
Jennifer Marie Day 
David Dingess 
Eric Wesley Drake 
Jeffrey Brian Elliott 
Robert Todd Ellison 
Kenneth Paul Green 
Regina Susan Hall 
James E. H amil ton 
Elizabeth Katherine Hanshaw 
James Wilburn Hawley, II 
David Alan Holtzapfel 
Lorraine Ann James 
Gwendolyn Joann Johnson 
Angela Lynn Jones 
Michael John Kapral 
Dorothy Lynn Klapproth 
James Frederick Madison, II 
Lisa Gale Mann 
William D avid Mcllvain, II 
Kevin Lynn McMillen 
Robert Edward Nagler 
William Gregory Payne 
Andrew William Perez 
James Thomas Pillichod y 
Degrees Granted July 14, 1989 
Bachelor of Business Administration 
Theresa Dawn Adkins 
Elana Gail Bias 
Brenda J. Burks 
Brian Andrew C arrico 
Keith Alan Crawford 
Shonda Lynn Donahue 
Stephen Roy Durham 
Shawn Stacy Finnan 
Jere Lynn Gaeger 
Jay Dee Gleich 
D aniel Joseph Harless 
S . Daniel Harmon 
Mehdi Mahmoud Jeddi 
Kimberly Ann Lindsay 
Victor A ce McClure 
Clem Jay Pemberton, Jr. 
Stephanie Lynn Perry 
Michelle Lynn Rollyson 
Kellie Lynn Ward 
Kimberly Kay Way 
Jo hn C. Waybright 
Martha Ann Weekley 
Bradley D arrin White 
Kevin Dewane Wolverton 
Janice Sue Woods 
Bachelor of Science 
Rodney Darryl LeGrand 
Patricia G. Steele 
William Lee Pritt 
Shawn C hristopher Reger 
Sharon Hurt Rothbaum 
Thomas Jeffrey Shank 
Gregory Warren Shields 
Roman Joseph Stalka, lll 
T odd Bennett Webb 
Richard Dean Wiseman 
Beverly Renee Hampton Workman 
Bachelor of Science 
Jack Alan May 
Paul Andrew Russell 
Edith Carolyn Smith 
Christopher Andrew Speros 
1"-Zorman Lee Strickland 
William Richard Thompson 
Stepha nie Marie Whitney 
David Allen Wilson 
John David Withrow 
College of Science 
Candidates presented by E. S. H anrahan, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 12, 1990 
Bachelor of Science 
Ai sa Santos Agcanas 
James Alan Akins 
Habibollah Aliabadi 
Marc Allan Baumgard 
James A. Bircher 
Eva Carol Brown 
C hristopher Scott Brumfield 
Xiao-chang Chen 
Suzanne Cogar 
Ricky Jack Compton 
Ada Marie Conway 
Sherri Dawn C ronin 
John Mark Crrn,s 
Robert David Dobson 
James Michael Francis 
Leah Ann Gandee 
James Kevin Goff 
Andrew Scott Green 
June Evelyn Hanson 
Sheryl Lynn Harless 
Ho lly Beth Hartman 
Robert Kirk Johnson, Jr. 
Stacey Noelle Knox 
Jennifer Lynn Leavitt 
Paul Samuel Lee 
Russell P. Lewis 
Nancy Dawn Marie Maack 
Angela Dance Maynard 
Jill LcAnne McClanahan 
Edmond Newton Mullins, Jr. 
Bachelor of Science 1n Chemistry 
Troy Wayne Francisco 
Bachelor of Science 1n Cytotechnology 
Carla Marie Ramey 
William K. Willis 
Deborah Marie Wright 
Bachelor of Science 1n Medical Technology 
Chris Ray Pack 
Natalie Susan Ward 
Associate in Applied Science 
Vickie Marie Osborne 
Mahmoud A. Naanaa 
T imothy Patrick O'Connor 
Tammy Renae O'Dell 
Alicia Denise Pauley 
Beth Anne Pauley 
Randall David Peffer 
Kathy Yvonne Riggs 
Rhonda Lauvernc Sci tes 
Teresa Gail Sizemore 
Leonard Scott Sole 
John Russell Tackett 
John Warren Waggoner 
John C harles Wins 
Roderick Allen Young, II 
Degrees Granted December 15, 1989 
Bachelor of Science 
Carolyn Sue Morrison Baird 
Robert Lee Beard, II 
Roy Roger Bledsoe, Jr. 
Kimberly Dawn Courts 
Bachelor of Arts 
Bryan A. Bain 
Patricia Ann Danver 
H arold Stewart Jeter 
Steven J. Meadows 
Kimberly Francene Miller 
Bachelor of Science 1n Cytotechnology 
T ara Leigh Curtis 
Degrees Granted August 18, 1989 
Bachelor of Science 
Nabajyoti Bora 
Billie JoAnn Earls 
Edward 0. Edwards 
Edward A. Gastineau 
Dale Howard Kewitz 
Jeannette Marie Latterner 
Bachelor of Science 1n Chemistry 
Larry Eugene Brammer, Jr. 
Associate in Applied Science 
Linda G. Adams 
C lyde R. Browning 
Gina A. Crouse 
James V. Hall 
Degrees Granted July 14, 1989 
Bachelor of Science 
Jeffrey Griffith Presley 
Anthony Wayne Ross 
Michael Shane Tomblin 
Bachelor of Science 1n Chemistry 
Larry McMillan Gwinn, Jr. 
Bachelor of Science 1n Medical Technology 
Najah Mashhadi 
Christiana Vanzant Montgomery 
James Eric Morrison 
Kenneth Douglas Ratliff 
Christina Carman Stidom 
Kimberly Sue Mealey 
Rita Jo Clift Hester 
Karen Lynne Peterson 
College of Fine Arts 
C andidates presented by Paul A . Balshaw, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 12, 1990 
Bachelor of Fine Arts 
Lisa Gail Bannon 
Sonya Lynn Bowman 
Sr. Susanna Brabaender, S.A.C. 
Marianne Brown 
Andrea Carol Flesher 
Paul Christopher Giandomenico 
Marina Dawn Hunley 
Stephanie Dale Marcum 
Julienne Elizabeth Marks 
Gerald Dale Martin 
Jeffrey A. McKenna 
Michelle Annette Mospan 
Charles Robert Shebey 
Philip Harold Stanley 
Michael Ray Sleelc 
Degree Granted December 15, 1989 
Bachelor of Fine Arts 
Julie Suzanne Brown 
Degrees Granted August 18, 1989 
Bachelor of Fine Arts 
Teresa L. Lawson 
L. Scott Tignor 
Celia Williamson 
Degrees Granted July 14, 1989 
Bachelor of Fine Arts 
Camille M. Ciccolella 
Stuart Gordon Davidson 
School of Nursing 
Candidates presented by Carolyn S. Gunning, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 12, 1990 
Bachelor of Science 1n Nursing 
Cynthia Lynn Abbott 
Anna L. Adkins 
Wendy Lynn Adkins 
Brigitte Ann Ailes 
Mechel Renee Barcus 
Naaman Lee Bell 
Donna Louise Bentley 
Patricia Ann Berger 
Angela Gaye Bryant 
Becky Jo Calhoun 
Maralene Gwynne Centers 
John Glenn Clay 
Lydia Jean Wain Conley 
Mary Patricia Conley 
Elsa K. B. Cox 
Debra Jean Cummings 
Kimberly Jene Damron 
Yvonne Marie Davidson 
Penny K. Davis 
Melanie Jean Douglas 
Ada Jacqueline Hill Edwards 
Susan Renee Ellis 
Lyncsc Ellen Evans 
Michelle Dawn Fauber 
Sylvia Ashley Fields 
Nicole Lynn Followay 
Dec A. Freeman 
Josephine Theresa Garcia 
Wanda Gunnoe 
Elizabeth Anne Butler Hammack 
Ramah Lynn Howerton Harmon 
Susan Ann Heffnc·r 
Sheri Ann Hodge 
Stephanie Jo Hurt 
Dawn Michelle Jobe 
Lisa Kathleen Goin Johnson 
Klara Mac Kovacs 
Patricia Elaine McCo mas Lee 
Jo nna Lynn Likens 
Lori Ann Maynard 
Dianna Lynn Mayo 
T crri Lynn McComas 
A ssociate in Science in Nursing 
Bonnie Wilson 
Elizabeth Verne Myers 
Loretta Jackson Oglesbee 
Margaret Christ ine O'Neill 
James Angelos Pappas 
William Lewis Parker, II 
Angela Darleen Perry 
Wendy Kathleen Pieri 
Mary Beth Pope 
Melinda Marie Ransom 
Tammy Sue Shelford 
Joan Lynne Slagel 
Krista Rae Smith 
Carol Ann Stanley 
Alisa Dawn Starcher 
Joette Anne Stommel 
Julie Stratton-Malone 
Paula Christine Sullivan 
Andrea Renee Tanner 
Patricia Elaine Wheeler 
Susan Anderson Womack 
Degrees Granted December 15, 1989 
Bachelor of Science in Nursing 
Sharon Kay Burns McAllister 
A ssociate in Science 1n Nursing 
Barbara Ann Allen Davis 
Regents Bachelor of Arts 
Candidates presented by Alan B. Gould, Provost 
Candidates for Degrees May 12, 1990 
Regents Bachelor of Arts 
Carla G. Barnhart-Sullivan 
Janet Faye Barbour Broce 
Mark David Brookover 
Jackie Lynn Crawford 
Jane Leigh Daugherty 
T ommy Wooten Gibbs 
Phyllis J. Griffith 
Jeffrey Dean Hall 
Walter Timothy Hayslett, Jr. 
Jim Rimmer Jeffrey 
Carroll Edward Jett 
Carlos Roger Landers 
Janice Marie Lore 
Berlin Ray Meredith, II 
Teresa Scarlet Mills Mo ng 
Judith Alice Mounts 
Mary Ann Campell Nelson 
Elizabeth Anne England Roberts 
Ellis Walter Smith 
Jack E. Smith 
Rex Allen Stickler 
Gerald David Taylor 
William Norton Trosper 
Robert Whitman Wallace 
Brenda Jo Wheeler 
Earl Austin Whitmore, Jr. 
Degrees Granted December 15, 1989 
Regents Bachelor of Arts 
Patrick K. Rrady 
Patricia Ann Recd Coffee 
Gregory Keith ·Creasy 
Glenn Davis 
Kimberly Kay Dizmang 
Catherine Donahue 
Dorothy Louise Duncan 
Chreed Collier Evans 
J. Eric Gentry 
Ralph Randa ll Hagy 
Macs Edwin Hall 
Lisa K. Hatten 
Maybelle Virginia Watts James 
Dee Ann Lambert 
Victoria Adkins Marshall 
Kecia Rena Moten 
George Lewis Nelson, Jr. 
Brian Craig New 
Susan Garcia Paulovic 
Bennie Ward Petrey 
C indy L. Houck Ra tcliff 
Tamara Louise Sawyers 
Jeanette L. Henderson Simons 
James David Slater 
Degrees Granted August 18, 1989 
Regents Bachelor of Arts 
Roger Allen Barnett 
Mary Elaine Derricottc 
Holly Burford Gibson 
Steven Phillip H art 
Troy A. H ouchin 
Mark Joseph Schweitzer 
Forest Glenn Smith 
Rosalind Blanche Beck Smith 
David Michael T aylor 
Karen Sue T aylor 
Pamela M arena Van Horn 
Lois Fo rsyth Wallace 
Michael Shawn Wetherho lt 
James Michael Wheeler 
James Edward Williams 
Judith Morgan Willis 
Angela L. V arney 
Degrees Granted July 14, 1989 
Regents Bachelor of Arts 
Lisa Laura Dempsey Baisden 
Russell Ray Barbour 
Arthur Eugene Baumgardner 
James Keadle Brockus 
Merry Janet Lewis Brown 
Jeffrey M. Burcham 
Ralph Sanford Dickerson 
Ronald Albert Hadsell, Jr. 
William Howard Hamm 
Arthur William Hum, llI 
Martha Rice Lykins 
Melissa Colleen Martin 
Michael Munoz 
Michael Lee Queen 
Victor Scott Rooper 
Mary Margaret Goff Smith 
Charles T. Young, Jr. 
Community College 
Candidates presented by F. David Wilkin, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 12, 1990 
A ssociate in A pplied Science 
Reba Jean Anderson 
Dana Gene Angalet 
Orville Lee Ayers, II 
Cynthia D awn Baisden 
Kimberly Dawn Baisi 
Jeffrey P. Barlow 
Rebecca Kay Black 
Robert Alan Blair 
Georgia M. Blankenship 
Melisa K. Blankenship 
Kimberly Lynn Bledsoe 
Julie Ann Bolen 
Clark Anthony Bolland 
Pamela June Bowen 
Patricia Gaile Bowens 
Deborah A. Boyle 
Juanita Fry Bragg 
Michelle Elizabeth Britton 
Jerry E. Brooks, Jr. 
Delores M. Fie lds Bush 
Jan L. Cahill 
Amy Dee Cain 
Steven C. Caldwell 
Amber C. Wrenn Callicoat 
Darrin H arold Campbell 
Vicki J. Carico 
Kevin Wayne Cecil 
Camilla M. Saylor C hamblin 
T odd Marion C hapman 
Nicholas L. C hinn 
Tamara L. Clary 
Beverly Lynn Claypool 
Debra Jane Conrad 
Angelia Dawn Cook 
Carla Denise Cook 
Travis D ale Corbitt 
Selena Marie Costa 
Kimberly Dawn Cox 
Stephanie Darnell Crawford 
Amy Walker Daugherty 
Barbara Brizendine Davis 
Steven Ray Dawson 
A. George Denkins, 11 
Brian Kenneth Duffield 
Rachel Bethann Dunham 
Betty Jane Ellis 
Karen Sue Fischer 
Donald Lee Frye 
Lester Earl Garforth, III 
Jonathan Brooks Groves 
Larry Gene Hacker 
Deborah Ann Hagley 
Donna Lou Hammond 
Robert Dennis Hampton 
James Robert Hanshaw 
John Durr Hare, ill 
Deborah Ann H art 
Linda Sue Hensley 
Clinton Hoffman 
Deborah Holland 
Sherry Dawn Hoobler 
Mary Vaughan Hughes 
Sherrie Lynn H unt 
Rebecca Sue Jenkins 
Danial Lewis Johnson 
Sandy K. Justice 
David L. Kidd 
Kristi Lynne Kincaid 
John A. Kozik 
Robert B. Kuenzel, II 
Lisa Marie Lambert 
Tracy Darlene Landis 
Susan Lynn Langham 
Patricia Adkins Lauhon 
Pamela S. Legg 
Richard Wayne Lively 
Melissa Ann Lycan 
Kerri A. Lynch 
Linda K. York Lyter 
David B. Malcomb 
Catherine Lynn Marshall 
Natalie K. Martin 
Relayna Leigh Martin 
D. Shane Mays 
Michelle Lynn Tabor McCoy 
Lesley Ann McCullough 
Joseph Manuel Menendez 
Staci Michelle Meredith 
Kelli Danette Miller 
Julie Lynn Mossbarger 
Shelly Rena Mullins 
David Michael Nelson 
Misty Lynn Nelson 
Helen L. Norris 
Barbara Alice Nutter 
Timothy Scott Pack 
Susan Linda Paulauskas 
John Russell Pauley 
John Wesley Peters 
Marla Jean Phillips 
Carolyn Jarrell Plumley 
Dana Darlene Ramsey 
Mary Wolfe Riley 
Teresa Lynn Riley 
John William Roach 
David Bruce Rogers 
Roberta Kay Smith Rymer 
Theresa Carol Scheneberg 
Jeffrey Bernard Schoolcraft 
Michael Thomas Searls 
Travis Duane Shannon 
Kelly Winifred Shivel 
Stephen Kirk Simms 
Merilyn S. Sleet 
Joyce Louise Smith 
Tina C harlene Smith 
Rodney D ean Southall 
Stuart Douglas Sowards 
Terri Lynn Spencer 
Lisa Danette Stagg 
Timmy Lee Stowers 
Susan Ruth Barefoot Thompson 
Gary Ray Tincher 
Crystal Dawn Cassell Tucker 
Jerry Scott Vance 
Ernest Lee Vannatter 
Stephen R. Varney 
Nathan Vass 
Anita G. Vititoe 
Thomas Wagner 
Marlisa Michelle Walton 
Vicki Lynn Wamsley 
Tiffany Brooke Ward 
Michael Lee Wans 
Cheryl Lynn Whytsell 
Ronda L. Wilson 
Christopher Ray Wolfe 
Ronald W. Wroblewski 
Janice Kay Wyatt 
Degrees Granted December 15, 1989 
A ssociate in A pplied Science 
Sherry Dawn Adkins 
Teresa Gaye Adkins 
Jan 1• Barta 
Camille Yvette Brown 
Cheryl Devon Brunty 
Rhonda Lea Brunty 
Deborah Marx Busby 
Vicki Recd Butcher 
Melinda Wyatta Campbell 
Martha Lynn Carroll 
John R. Cavins 
Bonna Yvonne Chapman 
Leigh Ann Chapman 
Angela Lynn Chatterton 
Jane Eleanor Angle Childers 
Debra Jean Ball Collins 
Robert Keith Collins 
Jacque Leffler Corn 
Gina L. Cummings 
Rocky R. Daniels 
Julie Ann Dunn 
Keith Allen Eaves 
Gail Evelyn Ellis 
Wendi Lee Jacobs Ellis 
Amy Elizabeth Feldmeier 
Beth Ann Ransbottom Frye 
Melissa A. Gaddy 
Pamela Diane Gue 
H. Michael Hall 
Jeffery Brian Harshbarger 
Walter Timothy Hayslett, Jr. 
Ronald W. Hensley, II 
Kimberly Dawn Jobe 
Richie Arlean Lane 
Russell Eugene Livengood 
Pamela Kay Lowe 
Joy Lynn Whitescarver McCallistcr 
Debra Kae McKinney 
Michelle S. Meadow 
Lee Ann Miller 
Linda Kay Milum 
Bruce DaviJ Molnar 
Joan Patricia Mullins 
Mark Allen 1apier 
Bobbi Russell Ogden 
Rebekah Joreen Pannell 
Judith Michelle King Patton 
Melissa Carol Payne 
Frances Hilda Joiner Pelfrey 
William Powers 
Degrees Granted August 18, 1989 
A ssociate in Applied Science 
Lynn Renae Arthur 
Christina Paige Boyd 
Ronald Gene Britton 
Randi Renee Chambers 
Gina Suzanne Coburn 
Kesha Drusae Conrad 
Karen Coral Harvey 
Molly Ann Hauldren 
Christopher Michael Renick 
Steven J. Robertson 
Kathy Sue Scott 
Kelly Lynn Tomblin Shepard 
Kimberly Ann Shoemaker 
Stephen Kirk Simms 
Karen Lynn Simon 
Sabrina D. Simpson 
Jerry Lee Smith 
Eddie Lynn Snedegar 
Tammy Renee Stewart 
Bradley Douglas Stowers 
Thomas Eugene Sweeney, Jr. 
Sandra A. Taylor 
Terry Scott Templeton 
Leslie Anne Thornton 
Merri B. Vance 
Bonnie Jacqueline Varney 
Sandra Lee Vititoe 
Maria Susan Wetherholt 
Jennifer Ronette Maynard Wilmink 
Ronda K. Workman 
Melissa Ann Wykle 
Gretchen Lynn Kacor 
Toni Raye Morris 
Tonya Lee Runyon 
Degrees Granted July 14, 1989 
Associate in Applied Science 
A ndrea Carol Bossie 
Karen Ann Warren Fischer 
David Lee Kitchen, II 
Mary Susan Smith 
Tommy Lee White 

Graduate School 
Candidates presented by Leonard J. Deutsch , Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 12, 1990 
Master of Arts 
Carolyn Jo Adkins 
Marshall University 
Business Education 
Reginald Mark Adkins 
Marshall University 
Educational Administration 
Shannon Renee Bari ll 
West Virginia University 
Speech 
Prudence Amy Barker 
Marshall University 
Communication Arts 
Marianela T. Blandon 
Hunte r College 
Speech Pathology and Audiology 
Barney Edgar Blankenship 
Marshall University 
Speech 
Brenda S. Boyles 
Marshall University 
Counseling 
Deborah Kay Bradley 
West Virginia Wesleyan College 
Music 
Barbara H. Brandt 
Marshall University 
SJ)cech 
James M arvin Burns 
West Virginia State College 
Hiscory 
Connie Lynne Simpson Cantrell 
Concord College 
Counseling 
Linda Sue Cole 
Marshall U niversity 
Speech 






Tammy Branson Damron 
Marshall University 
Cot1nseling 
James Michael Dolin 
Marshall University 
English 
Linda Amburgey Duff 
University of Kentucky 
Business Education 
Sarah Lynne Eaton 
Ohio University 
Counseling 
Gregory Gay Elkins 
Marshall University 
Counseling 
Stephen Drake Fisher 
West Liberty State College 
Hiscory 
Cynthia Ann Forman 
Marshall University 
Speech Pathology and Audiology 
Peggy Ann Selvey Franklin 





A rnett Michelle Glassco 
Ohio University 
Counseling 
Ernest Stephenson Goodman, Jr. 
Marshall University 
Political Science 
Rebecca E. Merritt Grimmett 
Marshall University 
Earl:· Chile/hood Education 
Katherine Sweeny Gustafson 
Bryn M awr College 
Political Science 
Colleen Marie Lebling Herald 
West Virginia University 
Speech Pathology and Audiolog)' 
Ruth Jane Mo nday Jackson 
Marshall University 
Busine~s Education 
Rebecca L. Jeffers 
M arshall U niversity 
Counseling 
Katherine Elaine Jefferson 
M arshall University 
Counseling 
Dinah Sue Perry Justice 





Jeffrey Carter Kelly 
West Virginia University 
Social Studies 
Rebecca Ann Lowery 
S hepherd College 
Sociology 
Rod ney Wayne M alcomb 
Glenville State College 
Music 
Lise Karen Smith M arcum 
Marshall University 
Elementary Education 
Linda Browning Martin 
West Virginia Seate College 
Sociology 
Carol Annette McCloud 
Marshall University 
Speech Pathology and Audiology 
Kathryn Ellen Eakle Miller 
Marshall URiversity 
Special Education 
Helen Gail Lumbard Mollohan 
Rio Grande University 
English 
Carol Jean Collier Moore 
Marshall University 
Elemencary Education 






William Russell Neal , II 
Marshall University 
Counseling 
Lee Ann Marcum Plumley 
Marshall University 
Business Education 
Melody Ann Friend Prince 
Alderson-Broaddus College 
Counseling 
Joni Rae Radcliff 
West Virginia Seate College 
Arr 
Lelia Christine Rizzo 
Northern Michigan University 
Arr 
Ramona Mayberry Romans 
Memphis State University 
Counseling 





Early Childhood Education 
Kevin L. Salsbury 
Cleveland State University 
Sociology 
Susan l. Shapiro 
Clarion State College 
Speech Pathology and Audiology 
Carol Elizabeth Sheppe 
Marshall University 
Educational Adminisrrarion 
Jo hn Emmanuel S hirajian 
Beirut College 
Poli cical Science 
Bridget Kathryn Smith 
Marshall University 
Counseling 
C hrista Smith 
Marshall University 
Geography 
Kathleen Brown Smith 
Marshall University 
Special Education 
Mary Lynn Smith 
Marshall Universi ty 
Special Education 
Gloria Baxter Snavely 
Marshall University 
Special Education 
Nora Jane Bowden S nyder 
West Virginia State College 
Music 










Virginia Polytechnic Institute 
Secondary Education 
Robin L. Taylor 
Marshall University 
Counseling 






Jennifer T opping-Itnyre 
M arshall University 
Special Educacion 
Arthur Roselio Trevino 
West Virginia University 
Speech Pathology and Audiology 
June Elswick Walker 
West Virginia State College 
Business Education 
Charles Do uglas Ward 
Marshall University 
Social Studies 
Rebecca Susan Warden 
Marshall University 
Special Education 
Eugenia Layne Webb 
Marshall University 
Special Education 
Paris Elaine Webb 
University of Kentucky 
English 
John Edwin Weekly 
Georgetown College 
Hisrory 
Melody Marie Weekly 
M arshall University 
Counseling 
Rick Donald Whisman 
Marshall University 
Psychology 
Paula Lee White 
Marshall University 
Elementary Education 
Toy May Wong 
Ohio State University 
Home Economics 
Master of Science 
Peter lkechukwu Alum 
West Virginia University 
Criminal Justice 
Glenn Altman Asher 
West Virginia University 
Safety 
Jenning Daniel Breedon 
Marshall University 
Safety 
C harles Patrick Clark 
West Virginia Seate College 
Safety 
Lee William Clark 
Marshall University 
Safety 
Valerie Dawn Cole 
Marshall University 
Criminal Justice 
Robert Lee Crowder 
Marshall University 
Adult Fitness/Cardiac Rehabilitation 
Thomas Edward Dale 
Marshall University 
Safety 
Anna Mae Diniaco 
Rio Grande University 
Safety 
Carolyn Marie Eddins 
Marshall University 
Health and Physical Education 
Paul Frederick Edelmann 
Rio Grande University 
Safety 
John George Elam 
Marshall University 
Safety 
John Austin Fickle, Jr. 
West Liberty State College 
Adult Education 
James M. Freeman 
West Virginia University 
Chemistry 
Deborah Kay Arvin Grove 
Shepherd College 
Vocational Technical Education 
Harold William Henson 
Marshall University 
Criminal Justice 
Diana Rae Boso Hughes 
Alderson-Broaddus College 
Library Science Education 
Elizabeth Ruth Lipes 
Mary Baldwin College 
Library Science Education 
Samina Mansoor 
University of Punjab 
Biomedical Sciences 
Dianna Lynn Maynard 
California State University 
Health and Physical Education 
Paula Kay Meadows 
Marshall University 
Vocational Technical Education 
Beth Suzanne Mignon 
Taylor University 
Health and Physical Education 





Adult Fitness/Cardiac Rehabilitation 
Elizabeth Jane Cogar Parmer 
Glenville Scace College 
Vocational Technical Education 
Jeffrey B. Parsons 
Marshall University 
Health and Physical Education 
Mark Allen Perdue 
Marshall University 
Health and Physical Education 
Cathy D. Richmond 
Marshall University 
Biomedical Sciences 
Michelle Ann Romania 
East Stroudsburg University 
Health and Physical Education 
Kimberly K. Ruggles 
Fairmont Scace College 
Biological Sciences 
Kimberly S. Sammons 
Marshall University 
Adult Fitness/Cardiac Rehabilitation 
Johnny Mack Samples 
Glenville State College 
Safety 
Lowell Joseph Shuff 
Ohio University 
Vocational Technical Education 
Beverly J. Smith 
Marshall University 
Criminal Justice 
Tracy Lee Solcesz 
Carlow College 
Biomedical Sciences 
Ronald James Stanek 
Marshall University 
Biological Sciences 
Kathryn Kendrick Taylor 
Concord College 
Biomedical Sciences 
Daniel S. Tennant 
West Liberty State College 
Criminal Justice 
Michael Ray Thompson 
Marshall University 
Safety 
Connie Frances Wallace 
Marshall University 
Vocational Technical Education 
Master of Business 
Administration 
John Robert Bruce, III 
Marshall University 
Business and Commerce 
Susan Kegley Carter 
Marshall University 
Business and Commerce 
Thomas Jackson Carter 
Marshall University 
Business and Commerce 
Michael D. Copenhaver 
Marshall University 
Business and Commerce 
John Michael Forbes 
G lenville State College 
Business and Commerce 
James Poe Harris 
Miami University 
Business and Commerce 
Karen Hilton-Bennett 
Pennsylvania State University 
Business and Commerce 
James Ethan Karnes 
Marshall University 
Business and Commerce 
Regina Watkins Moretto 
Bluefield State College 
Business and Commerce 
Michael Alan Plumley 
West Virginia Institute of 
Technology 
Business and Commerce 
Robert Llewellyn Salton 
West Virginia University 
Business and Commerce 
G. Thomas Sauvageot 
Marshall University 
Business and Commerce 
Master of Arts 1n 
Journalism 
Jenny S. Drastura 
Marshall University 
Journalism 
Loraine Louise Hourani-Stout 






Andres Bello Catholic University 
Journalism 
Robert Samuel Painter 
Marshall University 
Journalism 
Degrees Granted December 15, 1989 
Master of Arts 
Abdulaziz Abdulrahman Al-Ammar 
King Saud University 
Political Science 
Rena Lou Allen 
Ohio University 
Elementary Education 
Brigitte Apollonia Teske Barnett 
Texas Technical University 
Counseling 
Rita Carol Batman 
West Virginia State College 
Special Education 
Sandra Lee Blankenship 
Marshall University 
Elementary Education 
Sharon McCormick Bright 
West Virginia University 
Speech Pathology and Audiology 
Suzanne H. Buchanan 
Marshall University 
Communication Arts 
Patricia Sue Shamblin Calhoon 
University of Charleston 
Biological Sciences 
Abigail Bell Carder 
Marshall University 
Special Education 
Florence Elizabeth Collier 
Ohio University 
Counseling 
Thomas Raymond Conforti 
Alderson-Broaddus College 
Mathematics 
Bonnie M. Dennison 
Ohio University 
Special Education 
Leda Auvil Eaton 
West Virginia University 
Secondary Education 
Dwana Gee Short Gauze 
Marshall University 
Speech Pathology and Audiology 
Lauretta Ann Mullins Ghavami 
West Virginia State College 
Early Childhood Education 
Laura Lee Marshall Gibson 
Marshall University 
Elementary Educarion 
Melissa Anne Glannon 
Chatham College 
Psychology 
Colleen Marie Harker 
Marshall University 
Reading Education 
Toni Leigh Madlom Harris 
Marshall University 
Special Education 
James Richard Hynus 
Marshall University 
Special Education 
Kimberly D. Johnson 
Marshall University 
Counseling 
Gwen Patricia Justice 
M arshall University 
Counseling 
Li Lei 
Institute of Geology, Beijing China 
Marhemarics 
Cynthia Annette Winston Martin 
Marshall University 
Speech Parhology and Audiology 
Annette Marie Mason 
Marshall University 
Counseling 
Linda S. McGinnis 
Eastern Kentucky University 
Hisror:' 
Lisa Dawn McKinney 
Marshall University 
Speech Pathology and Audiology 
Franklin Freeman Morris, Jr. 
West Virginia Wesleyan College 
Home Economics 
Martha Ellen Mosco 
Ohio State University 
Home Economics 
Mary Elizabeth Norman 
West Virginia Institute of Technology 
Music 
Phyllis Vessey Payne 
Miami University 
Special Education 
David Randall Pelfrey 
Marshall University 
Polirical Science 
Mary Farruggia Perdue 
West Virginia State College 
Business Education 
Brenda Gale Quesenberry 
Concord College 
Arr 
Timothy C. Robertson 
Marshall University 
Counseling 
Janie Barr Safreed 
West Virginia University 
Speech Pathology and Audiology 
Broaddus Wade Shamblin 





Maria Teresa Stallo 
M arshall University 
Psychology 
Brenda Kay Lucas Sweeney 
Marshall University 
Special Education 
Deborah Holstine Wallenfelsz 
Marshall University 
Secondary Education 
Stephen Marshall Wilkerson 
Marshall University 
Mathematics 
Karen Jean Woeste 
Ohio State University 
Home Economics 
Carl Gundersen Wolfe 
Findlay College 
Hisrory 
Sheri Keyser Woods 
Marshall University 
Elementary Education 
Master of Science 
Steven Darrell Black 
Marshall University 
Safety 
Terry Ann Dale Booth 
Marshall University 
Safery 
James Alfred Cicchirillo 
West Liberty State College 
Vocational Technical Education 
Richard C imprich 
Murray Seate University 
Safety 
Holley Blankenship Dale 
Marshall University 
Safety 
Betty Dianaa Davis 
Shepherd College 
Safety 
Martha Gayle Perdue Gilkerson 
Marshall University 
Safe1y 
Susan Joanne Patterson G rady 
Frostburg State University 
Adule Education 
Jennifer Lynn Greter 
West Virginia State College 
Library Science Educa1ion 
Norma Arthur Gunter 
Bluefield Seate College 
Safety 
Jerry Wayne Haskins 
Mississippi Seate University 
Safe1y 
Francis Willard Holton 
M arshall University 
Safety 
Rose Lugene Mitchell Jarrell 
Marshall University 
Safety 
Randy Lee Jennings 
Concord College 
Heal1h and Physical Educa1ion 
Jeffrey Jack Kerr 
Indiana University of Pennsylvania 
Safety 
Joseph Robert Leaman 
West Virginia Wesleyan College 
Health and Physical Education 
Mansoor Ahmad Mirza 
University of Engineering and 
Technology- Lahore 
Vocational Technical Education 
Troy Anthony Nicely 
Marshall Univer ity 
Safety 
Rita Lynn Nunn 
West Virginia State College 
Vocational Technical Education 
Margaret Ruth Pippin 
Marshall University 
Physical Science 
Carla Irene Powell 
Fairmont State College 
Vocational Technical Education 
Carla J. Legge Rogers 
Marshall University 




Phyllis Elaine Nicholson Spera 
Salem College 
Vocational Technical Education 
Carl W. Steele 
West Virginia State College 
Vocational Technical Education 
Thomas Edward Strahin 
Fairmont State College 
Vocational Technical Educacion 
Diana Lynn Warner 
Marshall University 




M aster of Business 
Administration 
Shane Michael Akers 
Marshall University 
Business and Commerce 
Scott Charles Godgluck 
Marshall University 
Business and Commerce 
Farrukh Hameed 
Marshall University 
Business and Commerce 
Robert V. Harrison 
Marshall University 
Business and Commerce 
Millicent Jean H icks 
Marshall University 
Business and Commerce 
Cynthia Sias Luby 
Marshall Universi ty 
Business and Commerce 
Tammy Lynn Mendel 
Marshall U n iversity 
Business and Commerce 
Degrees Granted August 18, 1989 
M aster of Arts 
Brenda Jo Abrah am 
Marshall University 
Elementary Education 
Adah K. Johnson Alexander 
Marshall University 
Arr 
LaDonna Lynn Hatfield Auvil 
King College 
Elementary Education 
Janet Lynn Baldwin 
Towson State University 
Special Education 
Anees Uddin Mian 
Marshall University 
Business and Commerce 
Todd Wellington Recd 
West Virginia University 
Business and Commerce 
Dana Joe Smith 
West Virginia University 
Business and Commerce 
Christine Renee Stevens 
Marshall University 
Business and Commerce 
Natalie Gail Stone 
Marshall University 
Business and Commerce 
Marvin E. Vernatter 
West Virginia University 
Business and Commerce 
Bobby R. Waters 
Rose-Hulman Institute of 
T echnolgy 
Business and Commerce 
Deborah June Wil liams 
Marshall University 
Business and Commerce 
Master of Arts in 
Journalism 
Beverly Gail Woods McCoy 
Marshall University 
Journalism 
Julia Louise Kuhn Bash am 
University of Cincinnati 
Biological Sciences 
Patricia Lee Adams Brewster 
Marshall University 
Special Education 
Kri,tine Kay Whitc Bucher 
Ea'>tern Illinois University 
&l11cacional S11pen 1,wn 
Patricia Hatten BuLklcv 
Marshall University 
Special Ed11ca1ion 
\\'illiam P. Burdette, Jr. 
\ 1ar,hall Cni,·er,itv 
EdHcaLional Adminismmon 
Linda Kay Adkins Burgess 
Marshall Uni,'l'r,it y 
Elemenwr:· Ed11ca1ion 






Kim Alan Cooper 
Marshall University 
E11ca1ional Adminiscracion 
Max Bundy Crow, II 
Columhu" College of Art and Design 
Secondar: Ed11ca1ion 
Laura Armstrong Cullen 
Marshall University 
Special EdHcaLion 
Carolyn Adkins Cummings 
Rio Grande Univer~ity 
Special Education 
Cynth ia Lorrninnc Dale 
Marshall University 
Ps)cholog: 
Joanna Jividen Foster 
Boh Jones University 
Early Childhood Edllrntion 
Lucinda Ann Garrell 
Marshall University 
Elementary Education 
L. Rebecca Hanna 
Marshall University 
Ps:-·cholog:-· 
Frances Diann Harbour 
Marshall University 
Reading Education 
Rohin D. Harmon 
Marshnll University 
Elemenwn Ed!!cation 
\ fork Carter Harrington 
\1arshall l'niver,itv 
P~ycholog:-
Debra Marlene Harri, 
\1ar,hall L'.ni,·cr,itv 
\1arke1111g Ed!!cation 
.:---tary France~ Staten Ha,h 
Cnnrnrd College 
B11.,ine.1., Ed!!cation 
Knren Eugenia Heffner 
Ohio Uni,·crsity 
Specitil Edllcanon 
Pamcla L. Steele Jan·is 
M,1rshall University 
Elementary Educacion 
Byron Keith Johnson 
\1ar,h,ill Univcr,ity 
Arr 
Glenna Jean Bailey Johnson 
Marshall University 
Special Education 
Amy Moffat Jones 
Vanderbilt University 
P.1ychology 
Kimberly Avenell Booton Justice 
Marshall University 
Elementar: Edllcation 
Eric Arden King 
Concord Col lege 
Ps:•cholog)' 
Charlotte Anne Byrd LaFon 
Marshall University 
Art 
Terry Lee Lewis 
Marshall University 
Ps:·cholog,· 
Valerie Gail Massie 
M arshall University 
Psychology 
William Ethelbert McComas 
Marshall University 
Machematic.1 
Thomas Russell \kGrady 
Marshall Un1vers1cy 
P1)•chology 
Barbara Ann Recd Miller 
Rio Grande Uni,Tr,ity 
.\forhematic.1 
Sandra Y,·onnc Myers 
Marshall University 
Elemenwr. Ed11carion 
Charlotte Ann Ncwherry 
Tennessee Temple College 
ElemcntaT\ Ed11cauon 
Michael Kessell Nisbet 
Marshall University 
Ecl11carional Adminisrrarion 
Jerry Lee Norm;in 
Marshall University 
Educational Aclministrarion 
Carolyn Sue H oward Oxley 
Marshall University 
Collnscling 
Mary Susan Parsons 
M a rsha ll University 
Special Eclllcation 
Jill Renee Pauley 
Marshall University 
Reading Ed11cation 
Tammy Jnckson Pearson 
Marshall University 
Ps:--cholog) 
Myrtle Baisden Preece 
Marshall University 
Elementary Education 
Cathy Lorraine Recd 
Concord College 
Reading Edllcation 
Stephanie Lynn Smith 
University of T ennessee 
Psycholog,• 
Deborah L. Spangler 
Marshall University 
Elementary Education 
Cathy Lou Hickman Stoll 
Youngstown State Universit y 
Reading Edllcation 
Ramona L. Thompson 
Marshall Uni\'ersity 
Elementary Educacion 
Sandra G. Thompson 
Concord College 
Elemencar:I' Education 
Kimberley D awn Tice 
Ohio University 
Speech Pachology and Alldiolog:-, 
Thomas Richard Tull 
University o f Charleston 
Eclllcacional Aclminiscration 
Alice Lee White 
Marshall University 
Secondary &./1,cation 
Gary Alan White 
Fairmont State College 
Ps)·cholog:y 




Huszong University of Science 
and Technology 
Political Science 
Marjorie Wheeler Yeager 
Marshall University 
Special Education 
Master of Science 
Joe Earl Bennett 
Concord College 
Health and Physical Educacion 
Jack Wallace Cook, Jr. 
Marshall University 
Safety 
Mary Florence Myers Cool 
Glenville State College 
Vocational Technical Education 
Kimberly Lynn Davidson 
Marshall University 
Library Science Education 
Arisba Denise Dorsey 
West Virginia Institute of 
Technology 
Vocational Technical Education 
Kathy Marie Fair 
West Virginia Institute of 
T echnology 
Vorncional Technical EdHcarion 
Katrina Marie Henson-Bennett 
Concord College 
Health and Ph)sical Education 
Berna Jean Hilbert 
Marshall University 
Vocational Technical Education 
Kelley Lea Hartshorn Houchin 
Glenville State College 
Vocational Technical Education 
Kevin Gene Howerton 
Marshall University 
Biological Sciences 
Diana Jane Duffield Illig 
Glenville State College 
Library Science Education 
Phillip Aaron Jones 
Fairmont Seate College 
Safety 
Laura Leigh Leveridgc 
Marshall University 
Physical Science 
Kathryn Carla Meiser 
David-Lipscomb College 
LibraT)' Science Education 
Carl S. Rapp 
Concord College 
Ph)'sical Science 
Emma Trador Renn 
Pikeville College 
Vocational Technical Education 
Darin Ryujin 
University of Utah 
Health and Physical Education 
John Peter Salamon 
Glenville State College 
Health and Physical Education 
Kenneth C. Tanner 
Glenville State College 
Vocational Technical Education 
Debra Marie Helms Taylor 
Fairmont State College 
Vocational Technical Education 
Patricia Garrett Walker 
Marshall University 
Adule Education 
Master of Business 
Administration 
Bradley Roger Bucher 
lllinois Seate University 
Business ancl Commerce 
Suzanne Wee e Dobson 
Marshall University 
Business and Commerce 
Larry M. Estepp 
Ohio University 
Business and Commerce 
Elizabeth Emerson Hanrahan 
Marshall University 
Business ancl Commerce 
Kctrina Lynn Furnish Jordan 
University of Kentucky 
Business and Commerce 
Michael David Lewis 
Marshall University 
Business and Commerce 
Malavalli Shankarappa Nagesh 
B.M.S. College of Engineering 
Business and Commerce 
Debra Leigh Whitt 
Eastern Kentucky University 
Business and Commerce 
Master of Arts in 
Journalism 
Robin Lynn Brennan 
West Virginia University 
Journalism 
Ronna G. McClure 
Marshall University 
Journalism 
Degrees Granted July 14, 1989 
Master of Arts 
Elise Fleshman Adkins 
Marshall University 
ElementaT)' &.111cation 
Bonnie Lynn Alford 
Marshall University 
Elementary Education 
Melissa Ann Baker 
Marshall University 
Political Science 
Verna Belle Branham Blair 
\farshall University 
ElementaT) Ed11cation 
Brenda Gayle Bunn 
Marshall University 
ElementaT) Education 
Lisa Ann Chapman 
Marshall University 
Reading Education 
Carolyn Clonch Ciavarella 
Marshall University 
SecondaT)' Ed11cation 
Leo na D. Cotton 
Marshall University 
English 






Laura Marie Hale 
M arshall University 
Art 
Jeff Hanichen 
M arshall University 
Hiswr:,· 
Wilbert Edward Heaberlin 
Marshall University 
Speech 
Jennifer G. Jackson 
Marshall U niver~1ty 
Elemental) &.lucation 
Darren Clifford Jenkins 
O hio Wesleyan University 
Ed11cational Administration 
Julie J. Kilmer 
University of Wisconsin- Oshkosh 
Educational Administration 
April Melissa Lawhorn 
Marshall University 
Counseling 
C herri Lynn LeMaster 
M ar5hall University 
Elemental) Education 
James Alfred M cCoy 
M arshall University 
English 
Hazel Marie Messer 
Marshall University 
Elementary Ed11cation 
Carla Jeanne Artier Moore 
Marshall University 
Early Childhood Education 
Stella June Mortensen 
Marshall University 
Special Education 
Mary Lou Pelfrey 
Marshall University 
Elementary Education 
Rita Lynn Pelfrey 
Marshall University 
Elementary Education 
Winifred Frances Powers 
Marshall University 
Counseling 
Sharon Rose Scouten Price 
Cedarville C o llege 
Elementary Education 
Beth Allyson Martin Prichard 
\larshall University 
ElemenWT) Education 
Carla Elaine Prince Richardson 
Marshall University 
Elementary Ed11cation 
Ellen M arie Risch 
Marshall University 
Sociology 
Susan Elizabeth Ruedy 
College of Mount Sai nt Joseph 
Special Education 
Teresa Howell Shriver 
Marshall University 
Elementary Education 
John Martin Thacker 
Marshall University 
Elementary Education 
Carolyn Mae Waggoner 
Marshall University 
Early Childhood Education 
James Michael Wilkes 
Marshall University 
ElementaT)' Education 
Master of Science 
James Edwards Adams 
Virginia Polytechnic Institute 
Adule Education 
Judy Strawser Boylan 
West Virginia University 
Vocational Technical Education 
Daniel Joseph C harles 
Bowling Green State University 
Safely 
David Yan Cheng 
East C hina Normal University 
Biomedical Science 
Cathie F. Cherry 
Indiana University of Pennsylvania 
\locacional Technical EdHcacion 
Richard Scott Davis 
Marshall Universit y 
\I ocacional Technical Ed11cacion 
David Christopher Dome 
Centre College 
Biomedical Science 
Deborah Estep Elia 
Marshall University 
\locacional Technical EdHcaiion 
Melanie Lyn n Hess Garton 
Glenville State College 
\locacional Technical Ed11cacion 
Arlyn Kieth Haslacker 
West Virginia Universi ty 
Vocational Technical Ed11cation 
Sharon McGloshen Heid t 
Centre College 
Librarv Science EdHcacion 
David Michael Holley 
Marshall U niversity 
Geography 
Jeffrey Alan Kern 
Allegheny College 
Heal ch and Physical Ed11cation 
Jeffrey E. King 
Concord College 
Criminal Justice 
Wanda A ileen Lehman 
West Vi rgi n ia U niversity 
Vocacional Technical Education 
Karen Lieving Morrison 
Marshall University 
Ad11/r EdHrnrion 
Joseph Allen Parsons 
Marshall University 
Criminal J11stice 
Sam Frcdritt Payne, Jr. 
Blucfidd State College 
Criminal J11stice 
T homas Edward Preece 
Marsha ll U niversity 
Vocational Technical Education 
Veronica Lynn Perry T rawick 
West Virginia Institute of 
Technology 
Vocacional Technical Ed11caiion 
M aster of Business 
Administration 
Elizabeth Craycraft A lexander 
Marshall U n iversity 
Business and Commerce 
Mich ael Louis A ngalet 
Marshall U niversity 
Business and Commerce 
Robbie Ann Jarrett Burke 
West Virginia Wesleyan College 
Business and Commerce 
Nasim Afroz Khan 
West Virginia Institute of 
Technology 
B11sine.1s and Commerce 
Rand Douglas Putterman 
Pennsylvan ia State U n iversity 
Business and Commerce 
Master of Arts in 
Journalism 
G regory Jo hn Corbett 
Marshall University 
JoHrnalism 
Elizabeth J. Cook Horton 
Marshall University 
Journalism 
School of Medicine 
Candidates presented by Charles H. McKown, Jr., Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 12, 1990 
Doctor of Medicine 
Charles David Adair 
Morehead State University 
James Rodney Bailes, Jr. 
University of Virginia 
Jayne Anne Barr 
Allegheny College 
Michelle Rene Burdette 
Concord College 
Robert Todd Chambers 
Marshall University 
Gregory Donald C haney 
Marshall University 
M. Sandra Copley 
Marshall University 
Robert J. Del Pozo 
Emory University 
Mark Andrew DeMoss 
Marshall University 
Eric Scott Eanes 
Marshall University 
Paul Joseph Grandinetti 
West Virginia University 
David Charles Griffin 
University of Pittsburgh 
Crystal Levene Gue 
Marshall University 
Greta Virginia Guyer 
Smith College 
Gregory Alan Hale 
Marshall University 
Wanda Marie Hembree 
West Virginia University 
John Woodruff Kessel 
West Virginia University 
Jeffrey Louis Leaberry 
University of Kentucky 
Dale Blake Lilly 
Marshall University 
William Alan May 
West Virginia University 
Curtis Michael McAnallen 
Marshall University 
Debra Irene Mills 
Parkersburg Community College 
Gabrielle Fodor Morris 
West Virginia University 
Robert Carl Pennington 
Bob Jones University 
John David Roth 
Grove City College 
Daniel Wynn Russell 
Marshall University 
Warren Mitchel Shaver 
Marshall University 
Siraj Uddin Sidd iqi 
Marshall University 
Bernie Michael Simons 
West Virginia University 
Terry Elaine Smith 
Wake Forest University 
Clinton Hale Sutherland 
Mercer University School ot 
Pharmacy 
Anthony Wayne Thacker 
University of V irginia 
Teresa Yvonne Rolfe Thacker 
Marshall University 
Steve Ray Timms 
Fairmont State College 




Thomas Nelson Walker 
West Virginia University 
West Virginia University -- Marshall University 
Cooperative Doctoral Program 
Degrees Conferred by William E. Vehse, Associate Provost for Academic Affairs, West Virginia Universitv 
Candidates for Degrees May 12, 1990 
Doctor of Education 
Sandra Kay Bing Cavender 
Marshall University 
William Lee Caphart 
Marshall University 
Degree Conferred August 18, 1989 
Doctor of Philosophy 
Hem -Hsiang Lo 
M arshall University 
Doctoral Dissertations 
May 1990 
William Lee Capehart 
Dr. Neil Gibbins, C hair 
"A Comparison of Occupational 
Stress As Reported by Teachers of 
Exceptional Students." 
Sandra Kay Bing Cavender 
Dr. Ermel Stepp, Chair 
"The Relationship of the Leadership 
Behavior and the Skills for Excel-
lence of Women in Higher Educa-
tion Administration ." 
Masters Theses 
May 1990 
Stephen D. Fisher 
H isrory 
Dr. David Woodward 
"Americans in the War Against 
Russia: American Intervention in 
the Russian Cit•il \Var, 19 I 8 -
1920" 
Katherine S. Gustafson 
Po litical Science 
Dr. Robert W. Behrman 
"Data Information Systems for 
Small Human Service Agencies" 
Rebecca Ann Lowery 
Sociology 
Dr. Kenneth Ambrose 
" Hospice Care: A Descriptive 
Analysis of the Strncwre and For-
mation of Hospice Organization" 
Helen Mollohan 
English 
Dr. Joa n T. Mead 
"The Feudal South: Medieval 
Ideals and Reality in Antebellum 




Dr. Gary 0. Rankin, C hair 
"Acute Nephrotoxicity Induced by 
C hlorinated Anilines ." 
Lee William C lark 
Safety 
Dr. Richard Tredway 
"Safety and Health Factors in Rede-
sign of Dissecting T ables and Work 
Space for Gross Anatomy Scudencs" 
Samina Mansoor 
Bio medical Sciences 
Dr. Bryan Larsen 
"Changes in Susceptibility of Vaginal 
Microorganisms w Topical Chlorhex-
idine Gluconate Preparations" 
Michelle Romania 
Health and Physical Education 
Dr. Terry Shepherd and 
Prof. R. Daniel Martin 
" Prediction of Percent Body Fat in 
West Virginia High School Wrestlers" 
Kimberly K. Ruggles 
Biological Sciences 
Dr. Donald Tarter 
"Ecological Life Hiscory of Pe/coper/a tar-
ceri Scark and Kondratieff from Big Hol-
low of Paine Creek, Raleigh Co1mt), West 
Virginia (Plecoptera: Pelcoperlidae)" 
Kimberly Sammons 
Adult Fitness/Cardiac Rehabilitation 
Dr. David Swain 
"Hean Rate and Oxygen Consumption 
RelationshiJJ in Women" 
Ronald J. Stanek 
Biological Sciences 
Dr. Ronald Gain 
"High Performance Ion Exchange 
Chromawgraphy (HP/EC) of Spent 
Cult11re Fluids and Clinical Specimens: 
Potential for Use in Diagnosis of Vagi-
nal lnf ection.1'' 
Kathryn Kendrick Taylor 
Biomedical Sciences 
Dr. Vernon E. Reichenbecher, Jr. 
'' Lectin-Resiswnt Mutants of Chinese 
Hamster Cells" 
December 1989 
Beverly Woods McCoy 
Journalism 
Dr. George T. Arnold 
"Scary Depth and Reporter Decach-
ment in Medical Science News: A 
Content Analysis of Four Metropoli-
can Newspapers in 1973 and 1988" 
Carl Gundersen Wolfe 
History 
Or. David R. Woodward 
"Fish, Ships, and Diplomacy: Brit• 
ish Policy Towards Norway in 
World War I" 
August 1989 
Kevin G. Howerton 
Biological Sciences 
Dr. Thomas E. Weaks 
" Effects of Second Y ear Artificial 
Destratificacion on the Plankton of 
Beech Fork Lake" 
Darin Ryujin 
Health and Physical Education 
Dr. Terry Shepherd 
" Indices of Anaerobic Mecabolism 
in Highly Trained Runners" 
July 1989 
Leona D. Cotton 
English 
Dr. William Ramsey 
"Robert Aickman's "Strange Sto-
ries" and Freud's Theory of the 
''Uncanny'' 
David C. Dome 
Biomedical Sciences 
Dr. Peter J. Kasvinsky 
"Gl:ycogen Phosphorylase Activity 
and 1,4-0ihydropyridine Binding: 
T u:o Potential Measures for the 




Dr. Donald C. Tartar 
"The Effect of First and Second Year 
Artificial Lake Destratification on Ben-
chic Macroinvertebrate Populations in 
Beech Fork Lake, West Virginia" 
Gary A. White 
Psychology 
Dr. Steven Mewaldt 
"Affective Disorder and Sub seance 
Abuse in Bulimia" 
Sheng Wu 
Political Science 
Dr. Clair W. Marz 




Dr. Charles V. Bias 
"Hard Lesson: The Scary of the Land-
ing at Tarawa" 
James A. McCoy 
English 
Dr. Richard S. Spilman 
"Featured Events: A Collection of 
Short Fiction" 
M1r1h1II Univerait y 
Printing Servteea 

